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PREFACE

TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

I AM not a vain man , nor an obstinate man,

though some of my friends persist in declaring

that I am a proud man. Well, I really am

proud to find my little book in a Fourth Edition ,

and, if I had a particle of vanity in my composi

tion, that quality would be, to say the least of

it , flattered. “ There is something in Crawley's

book , after all," I overheard the Right Honour

able Edward Elphinstone Macer observe to Lord

Tomnoddy, in the washing -place attached to the

billiard -room of the Megatherium . Well, cer

tainly there must be something in it, for the

public have fully endorsed my right honourable

friend's opinion ; and so long as they continue

so to think, so long shall I be happy in believ

ing that my treatise on Billiards has not been

without its use in assisting young players, and

affording a hint or two to old hands. Au reste ;

or I shall be getting egotistical.

R. C.

Bedford Hotel, Brighton.





PREFACE

TO THE THIRD EDITION .

I HAVE been requested by my excellent

publisher to write a Preface to a Third Edition ,

and to revise my little book for publication.

What can I say in reply ? Why, merely, that in

reading over the sheets for press, I have found

it necessary to do no more than correct a single

error, in which the printer, in the Second Edition,

made me trip in my Latin . And yet there is

something more I find that some half dozen

impertinent fellows have severally laid claim to

the authorship of this treatise on Billiards ; and

one man-an Irishman - has absolutely stolen

my title, and plagiarised my design. His pro

duction is, however, so utterly contemptible that

my publisher has not considered it worth his

while to interdict its sale. There are some
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creatures so insignificant that, even if you tread

upon them , they crawl from under your foot.

Having warned my readers of these petty

thieves, who, failing to steal my purse, have

tried to rob me of my good name, and have

failed also in that laudable endeavour, I com

mend this Third Edition to the patronage of all

gentlemen billiard players.

And subscribe myself,

Their obedient Servant,

RAWDON CRAWLEY.

Megatherium Club,

Christmas, 1858 .



PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

DEAR PUBLIC,

Nearly all the members of the Mega

therium Club are good billiard players ; a cir

cumstance easily accounted for, when I tell you

that they have most of them been taught the

noble game by -- or at least have immensely im

proved in their play in consequence of losing

numerous games with — your humble servant.

But, like good generous fellows as they are, they

were anxious that the light they profited by

should be more widely diffused. “ Why not

write a book upon billiards, Crawley ?” says the

Right Honourable Edward Elphinstone Macer to

me one day. He had earned the right of address

ing me in this familiar way by having been my

opponent at pyramids, often, with the usual re

sult. I did not catch at the suggestion directly

or, at least, I did not seem to do so—but I

began to think from that time that my right
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honourable friend was really a rather clever

fellow . Other of the members also pressed me

on the subject, so that one afternoon — I had

a good deal, I recollect — I condescend

ingly said I would think about it . I did

think about it, and the result of my cogitations

was the determination to give my experiences to

the public. The next point was to settle on the

medium through which I could most conveni

ently address my audience. Some suggested the

Times, but that paper was voted too political ;

others the Atheneum , but that was thought too

literary ; my little friend Deuceace named the

Morning Advertiser, but that per was scouted

at once as too public-housey ; another thought

of Bell's Life, but Macer's objection to that was,

that no gentleman read it-- a perfectly aristo

cratic blunder, easily excusable in a man like my

right honourable friend ; the Sunday Times was

named, but that was declared too theatrical ; the

Era wouldn't do, because of its generally loose

tone ; nor the Leader, because of its Radicalism ;

the Illustrated London News was for some time

in favour, bnt it was at last discovered that it

patronised ladies' fashions, antiquarian
s, and

small poets. At length, after running through

the list of London papers — as given in “ Mit
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chell's Newspaper Directory ”-it was decided

nem . con . that the Field, being a gentleman's

paper, was the only proper field for
my

lucubra

tions. Negociations with the editors were im

mediately opened by the Honourable Tom

Tiddy, who knows all the editors and newspaper

writers ; and honourable terms having been

agreed on, my sixteen chapters on billiards duly

appeared in the pages of that excellent journal.

This is, briefly, the history of the following

book ; which , with the exception of some addi

tions, improvements, corrections, and omissions,

is, more or less , identically a reprint of those

chapters on billiards which created such a furore

among the players when they appeared in the

Field . That
my book has already become cele

brated in its serial form is no reason why its ten

thousand edition should not be speedily sold and

a new one printed — but quite the reverse . In

conclusion, dear public, let me modestly and

truthfully declare that you can never become

adepts in the noble game of billiards till you

have bought and read it ; and buy you will, and

read it you must. Au revoir.

R. C.

Megatherium Club,

Christmas, 1856.





PREFACE

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

For an author there can be no more flattering

proof of public estimation , than a call for a

Second Edition . My publisher has just written

to me, requesting me to read through my little

book, with a view to any corrections or alterations

I might think, necessary for a Second Edition .

When his note reached me I was in the grand

stand at the Chester races ; but I hurried home

to my hotel, as soon as the race for the Cup was

decided, determined to make a thorough revision

of the work. I have read it through, carefully,

and I confess that I have found occasion to make

but few alterations or additions to my previous

opinions, with regard to the noble game of Bil

liards. Since the First Edition went to press,

death has removed one fine player, young Corne

lius; and fortune, or the pursuit of it, has carried

another, “ Joe," of Old 'Change , to Australia .

Several little statements of facts have become ob
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solete, and some small matters of opinion I have

thought fit to modify : but in the main, the book

is just what it was at Christmas last, when I gave

the original “ copy ” into the handsof the printer.

I am proud to say thạt it has been extremely

well received by “ the press and the public: " and

I hope yet to have to write a Preface to a Third

Edition .

Queen's Hotel, Manchester,

June 1st, 1857.
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BILLIARDS :

ITS

THEORY AND PRACTICE.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

Of all in - door amusements, commend us to

billiards. “ Let us to billiards, Charmian , ” cries

Cleopatra, in the absence of her beloved Antony.

We admire the taste of the lady, though we

doubt whether the noble game was among the

regular recreations of the Egyptian court; in

deed , we fancy that the precise period of its in

vention is not certainly known. I have been

told that the Chinese lay claimto the possession

of a game similar to billiards ; but never having

beenin China, I cannot vouch for the truth of

the story. Its introduction into British India

and the Australian Islands is certainly due to

British enterprise. All the knowledge we possess

of its introduction is, that it was probably in

vented by the Dutch, from whom the French,

the Germans, and the Italians soon learned it,

B
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and that it presently afterwards found its way

into our own tight little island. The time of its

first appearance in England is doubtful; but as

it is mentioned by Shakspeare, it must at least

have been known as a fashionable amusement in

the middle of the sixteenth century. This, how

ever, by the way. What we have to do is, not

to trace the history of billiards, but to teach its

practice scientifically.

To return, billiards is, as I said , the first of

in - door games. Chess is a capital game, but it

is a sedentary one, and affords rather an exercise

than an amusement to the mind. Cards lead to

gambling ; and as to draughts, dominoes, back

gammon, &c. , they are of too slight a character

toengage the attention for any length of time.

Billiards may be reckoned as a science , the prac

tice of which not only improves and strengthens

the mind, but gives tone and vigour to the body.

A good active player walks about two miles an

hour round and about the table. The act of

striking the ball provides exercise for the arms,

opens the chest, and compels a certain degree of

motion in all parts of the body. In fact, I

know ofonly two instruments the use of which

brings all the muscles into play, and they are the

spade and the billiard cue. In my youthful days

I was in the habit of visiting the country house

of a wealthy baronet. He was a man who en

joyed life to the full: hunting, fishing, racing,

cricketing, each in its proper season enjoyed his

patronage. I used really to envy him , though

he was some twenty years my senior, he was such
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a splendid fellow . But in his cup of sweet there

was a drop of bitterness: there always is, I sup

pose, justto keep down our pride, and to remind

us that we are poor weak creatures. My friend

had an only daughter, who, from the effect of a

fall in her infancy — those precious nurses ! always

looking after red coats instead of their baby

charges !—had contracted a high shoulder, which

proved a real deformity as the young lady ap

proached womanhood. Her father had taken ad

vice, of course; but the only specific his medical

friends could recommend was exercise ! Well,

the young lady rode, and danced, and walked, and

ran , and played with the skipping rope, and used

the dumb -bells, till she grew rosy -faced and

plump; but the high shoulder did not show any

symptoms of abating, and looked , indeed , all the

more conspicuous by contrast with her pretty face

and otherwise handsome person. One autumn I

went down, as usual, and took with me a fine

young fellow who was studying medicine. As

soon as he saw the young ladyhe instantly did

her the honour of falling in love with her; which

compliment she repaid in a most gracious man

ner - rather tomyannoyance. Well, one day we

were talking in the library - the baronet, my

friend, andl-when the subject of the young

lady's unfortunate deformity ( for so her father

would insist on calling it) came upon the tapis.

“ Now look here, Sir Harry,” said my friend ;

you have tried all sorts of remedies, but none

of them touch the part affected. Riding and

walking are excellent kinds of exercise, but they
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don't bring the right muscles into action . The

dumb-bells do, I confess ; but then they tire the

young lady without interesting her. What we

want is to combine exercise with amusement.

Let me recommend billiards.” The baronet was

a wise man, and was not above taking extra

official advice, even from his daughter's admirer;

so he quietly set about erecting a billiard room .

In about three months an old stable was con

verted into a handsome apartment, elegantly fitted

upwith a regular first -rate Thurston table, cues,

balls, and marking board , all complete. My

friend taught the young lady to play, and, of

course, she soon became proficient under such a

tutor. In less than a year the deformity was so

far reduced as to be scarcely perceptible, and

very soon after she became so good a billiard

player as to actually beat her master, whom she

eventually rewarded by marrying off -hand, to the

great disgust of all the red coats, to say nothing

of the black coats, in the field and neighbourhood.

I have introduced this anecdote - which is

strictly true - simply as an evidence of the health

fulness of the game of billiards . Now, however,

we will proceed to our proper business. Of

course , all my readers are acquainted with the

form of a billiard table. In England the tables

used in the clubs and public rooms are always

twelve feet long by six wide, inside the cushions ;

but smaller tables, from six feet and upwards in

length, are occasionally made to suit private

players and small apartments. The established

table is made of stout oak, mahogany, or other
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wood, has a slate bed, covered with fine green

cloth, and rests on eight legs; with an elastic

cushion all round, intersected by six pockets

one at each corner and one in the centre of each

side cushion. The cushions are now almost uni.

versally made of vulcanized India -rubber, though

many of the old players say that the stroke is

more certain from the old stuffed list cushions.

Three spots will be found on all good tables—

one in the direct centre between the two middle

pockets; another, the winning spot, occupying a

position at the upper end of the table, two feet

six inches from the cushion ; and the third a dis

tance of thirteen inches from the cushion . This

is called the spot, as it is used in the more com

mon of the English games, the winning and

losing game, on which to place the red ball at

starting . The baulk line is situated at the lower

end ofthe table, and is, or ought to be, exactly

two feet six inches from the cushion. From the

centre of the baulk line is struck a semicircle of

ten inches radius, in the centre and at the two

ends of which are usually placed smaller spots.

From any part of this semicircle the player com

mences, in allEnglish games ; but, in the Ameri

can and Russian games, he is allowed to place his

ball anywhere within the baulk line. All first

class tables are about three feet high, with pocket

openings of from three inches and an eighth to

three inches and a half in width . The pockets

should be deep enough to contain at least five

balls, and the table should be perfectly level. A

ground floor is the best for a billiard room , as

B 2
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the floors of modern houses are apt to vibrate,

In Paris and other continental cities they play

the Canon game upon smaller tables without

pockets; but the real scientific game is only

played in England and America, though many

foreigners are very excellent handlers of the cue

as you will probably find , to your cost, if you

play, for money, in Paris, Berlin, or the German

watering places.

Having said thus much for the benefit of my

amateur readers — I shall get scientific enough by

and by — let me say a word or two about the

balls and cues . The regular size of the ivory

balls used for match games in England is two

inches in diameter; but smaller or larger balls

arein common use for the Canon game, Pyramids,

and some other games I shall have to mention .

The ball should be perfectly round, without the

slightest tendency to roll one or other way by

reason of imperfect gravity. A badly -weighted

ball is soon discovered on a good table. If the

ball be struck fairly in the centre from the middle

of the baulk , it will return from the top cushion

to the spot from which it was delivered ; but, of

course, if it be not struck directly in the centre

it will have a tendency to diverge either to the

right or the left on its return. A little practice

will soon enable the player to discover a true

from an imperfect balī. .All the balls used in

the game should be of precisely similar weight

and size . Great attention is paid to this matter

by the makers of modern billiard balls.

With regard to the cue, it should be of mode
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rate weight, well balanced, so that the portion

behind the hand is about the same weight as that

in front, and of such a height as that it may

stand upright beneath the chin of the player.

This last rule will be found of great advantage

to a young player, as the use of too long or too

short a cue is apt to cramp the free exercise of

the arm in making the stroke. The leather tip

of the cue should be flat for the ordinary winning

and losing game, and not morethan three-eighths

of an inch in diameter ; though, of course , much

depends on the taste of the player. A round

tipped cue, well and evenly chalked , is necessary

in making the side stroke - of which more here

after. I have seen cues elaborately ornamented

with inlaid coloured woods and so on, but that is

only folly and expense. The best cues are made

plain, of well-seasoned ash, gently tapering from

the butt to the tip ; the broad end should have

one side slightly flattened, so as to lay well and

evenly on the table when required to be used as a

The mace, by the way ,
is seldom or never

used by the present generation of billiard players.

The weight of the cue is entirely a matter of taste.

Before the tyro commences playing, he should

have learned to make a good firm bridge, with the

fingers well set together, and the thumb not too

wide from the forefinger, keeping the fingers

straight and the knuckles well up. The hand

should rest evenly and firmly on the wrist and

tips of the fingers, and care should be taken that

too great a distance is not kept between the bridge

and the cue hand . Many an amateur fails in

mace .
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becoming a player from inattention to these little

matters at starting. From six to nine inches is a

good striking distance. In making a canon or

losing hazard, the cue should be held lightly be

tween the thnmb and fingers of the right hand ;

but for the straight winning hazard the cue should

be grasped firmly in the hand, and the ball struck

fairin the centre. Of course, much of the ama

teur's success will depend on how far he under

stands and conquers the theory of the game .

before he begins to play.

Having made a good bridge, the next point to

be attained is how to strike the opposingball in a

fair, full, and even manner — the side and oblique

strokes will come after. The best
way

to accom

plish this is to play, at first with two balls, strik

ing one against the other fairly, and with such

strength as to bring the ball struck back into

the baulk. Good practice also may be had with

a single ball, by which the angles of the table will

be acquired, recollecting that the angle of reflec

tion is always equal to the angle of incidence.

That is to say, that if a ball be struck from one

corner of the baulk against the centre of the top

cushion, it will return to the spot at the other

side of the semicircle, and with the baulk line

complete a triangle, the two legs of which equal

each other in length and direction ; and so on

throughout all the angles of the table. Of

course this law varies with the sharpness of the

stroke, the height at which the ball is struck, the

variation fromthe centre of the ball struck, and

SO on.
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I shall conclude this chapter with a few

general observations, which it will be useful for

all players to remember.

Never hesitate about your stroke, nor see

saw up and down with your cue while making

it . Get your sight, and make your stroke at

once.

Deliver your cue from the shoulder, and not

from the elbow, making the stroke by one free,

direct, and certain impulse, without hesitation ,

doubt, or fear. There are strokes, however,

whichrequire to be made from under thecushion ;

in which cases, shorten your cue and strike firmly.

Learn to deliver your ball with a moderate

degree of strength : a very hard stroke defeats

its own purpose, and breaks through the regular

angles of the table, while a too slow stroke fre

quently leaves your own ball in danger. Strike

your ball,but do not push it .

Stand firmly upon your legs, with (for a right

handed -player) the left foot a little advanced ;

and bend your body rather than yourknees. An

ungraceful position begets ungraceful and vari

able play.

Do not attempt difficult strokes without

having previously practised them , as such play

is very likely to leave you in danger.

Discoverthe strength of the table before play

ing . This you may do by an experimental

stroke or two. Good elastic cushionswill carry

the ball at least thrice up and down the table.

Do not disturb yourself about the state of the

score ; that is the marker's business .
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It is not considered the gentlemanly game to

pocket the white except the red be in baulk, or

when a two -stroke will end the game.

Recollect that from the marker's decision there

is no appeal.

rer volunteer remarks about other man's

game, nor interfere unless your opinion is re

quested Idle talking begets bad play.

Listen for the stroke before entering a room

in which a game is being played.

Lastly, and most important of all --KEEP

YOUR TEMPER .

S
I

T
O
X
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CHAPTER II.

THE ANGLES OF THE TABLE --TERMS USED IN

THE GAME .

ALWAYS remembering that the angle of reflec

tion equals the angle of incidence, the very first

and best practice for the beginner is to conquer

what is called the Angles of the Table. Of

course it must be understood, once for all, that I

am not writing for professional, or even for good

amateur players. The purpose of this little book

is simply to provide adviceand assistance for the

novice ; as we proceed we shall find it necessary

to go somewhat more deeply into the subject,

andto illustrate our remarks by means of dia

grams. But, revenons à nos moutons : as soon

as you have acquired facility in using the cue,

striking the ball smoothly and fairly from the

shoulder, then it will be well to practise with a

single ball. Commencing from the baulk, the ball

should be struck against the opposite cushion in

various places, with such a moderate degree of

strength as to bring it well back again . Observe

now that the angles made by the returning ball

will be in every case the exact counterpart or

reverse of the direction assumed by the original

stroke ; and this, too, through as many reflections

of the original angle as the ball canbe made to

travel and down and across the table. I am

assuming that your ball be struck full and fair

in the centre. A ball struck out of the centre,

up
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more or less on the right or left side, will , on

reaching the cushion, take a sharper or more or

less acute angle.' This is, in fact, the whole

secret of the side stroke : many good players

practise it daily, but are altogether ignorant of

the scientific causes of its effects. The blow

struck on the side of the ball does not take full

effect in giving it particular direction till it

reaches the cushion, or comes into contact with

another ball. The great mistake of young

players is to put side on a ball when there is

little or no occasion for it . There is no greater

accomplishment for a billiard player, ona billiard

table, than a perfect knowledge of the side stroke;

but in no part of billiards is there so much em

pirical practice and want of real knowledge. But

of this more by and by ; let us keep for the pre

sent to our angles.

Anything that is worth learning at all, is

worth learning thoroughly ; and a man to call

himself a billiard player, merely because he can

make hazards and canons, is as much a pretence

as one who calls himself a scholar, merelybecause

he has learned a few dictionary quotations in

foreign languages. To understand the moves

at chess is not to be a chess player ; so neither

does the knack of knocking about the balls con

stitute a billiard player.

A little practice with a single ball will soon

bring the student into acquaintance with all the

principal angles. A verygood plan to proceed

upon is to make a small chalk spot on the top or

side cushion, and strike at it repeatedly with
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various degrees of strength, first from one and

then from the other side of the angle . In this

way the truth of your stroke will beproved, and

you will discover how the different strengths and

sidesgiven to your ball affect the angles pro

duced . In most modern tables, the cushions are

of vulcanized India-rubber ; but as the strengths

of the cushions vary, so it will be found that the

angles produced on different tables also slightly

vary, but not sufficiently so to materially influ

ence your stroke or game. You will soon dis

cover also that very hard hitting rather defeats

than forwards your object ; a smooth , well

delivered ball being, in the majority of cases,

the most advantageous. Two or three hours '

practice with a single ball will, if pursued in the

spirit of a true student, have sufficiently ac

quainted you with the action of the ball and the

course of the angles as to render your next step

of comparatively easy accomplishment.

Now take two other balls, the white and red ,

and, placing them in the line of the angles ob

served, endeavour to produce the various canons

that lie within those angles. As soon as you

have acquired a little intimacy with the more

common canons ( carambole is the correct term ,

but it is seldom used in England now -a -days),

you can increase or decrease the distance be.

tween the balls, and so vary your practice ad

infinitum . Of course I need scarcely say that the

number of angles on the table are countless ; but

having once conquered the principle, and acquired

the knowledge that the return ball is the counter

с
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part of the original stroke - or, in other words,

that the angle of reflection is the reverse of the

angle of incidence, an axiom never to be for

gotten or neglected — you will have crossed that

pons asinorum which many amateurs at billiards

never attempt.

You may next try simple hazards, still bearing

in mind the grand axiom , which differs in no

way from the practice with a single ball, except

in so far as the ball is struck higher or lower,

strongeror more slowly, on one side or the

other. In my next chapter I shall explain how

a ball, divided by imaginary lines across its sur

face, may be struck so as to insure certain de.

terminate results ; now, however, and before we

go farther, it will be aswell to explain certain

terms in general use in all games of billiards.

The Hazard is, in fact, any stroke made with

the point of the cue ; but the term is now only

applied to astroke in which a ball is played into

a pocket. The Winning Hazard is one in which

the object ball is struck with your own ball and

sent into a pocket; the Losing Hazard is a

stroke in which the striker's ball is pocketed

from off, or after contact with , another .

The Canon (or carambole, as it was formerly

called ) is produced by a very simple means

apparently, though a little practice will soon con

vince a learner that there is a great deal to learn

in the science of canons. To make a canon ,

you must strike with your own ball two others

successively ; the stroke may be made either

direct from one ball to another, or after contact
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with the cushion. Some players have acquired

great fame by canons made by striking several

cushions— all round the table, as it is called .

Mr. Kentfield ( the celebrated Jonathan, of

Brighton) has a very excellent canon of his own,

which he makes when both the balls are within

the baulk line, and at opposite sides of the

table . Mr. Roberts, of Manchester, the prince

of billiard players, is also famous for his canons ;

and “ Pat," the marker at Goode's, on Ludgate

hill, reckons the great strength of his very fine

game mainly by the certaintyand complication of

his canons. I have frequently scored twenty

consecutive canons in one break . The great

secret of success in making canons from the

cushion lies in a perfect knowledge of the angles

of the table .

The High Stroke is produced by striking the

ball above its centre . It has the effect of making

the ball travel much faster than the centre stroke.

By it is produced

The Following Stroke, a most useful stroke in

the English and canon games. It is made by

striking your ball high, and allowing yourarm to

flow , as it were, after the cue—a sort of rapid

pushing stroke.

The Full Centre Stroke has the effect of forcing

the object in the same line as the striking ball,

and is used in making the winning hazard , espe

cially when it is important to pocket both balls .

The Slow Stroke is useful in keeping the balls

together, so as to leave another hazard or canon

after the first score has been effected . It is
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Many

generally much more effective in the hands of a

good player than a swiftly-delivered ball.

A Miss is given when you fail to hit your own

or the object ball, or when you place your own

ball in a position of safety, if there be no imme

diate or certain stroke on the table. When the

Miss is given purposely, it should always be made

with the point of the cue, or with the thick end

of your own cue, or the butt ; never with the

hand alone or the side of the cue.

players make the Miss from beyond and into the

baulk with the side of the cue, but the opponent

may always insist on the stroke being made with

the point. It is not considered fair to stop a

ball in giving a Miss.

A Coup ismade either when you run your own

ball accidentally, or purposely, into a pocket,

without first coming into contact with another

ball, or when you force it off the table without

striking another ball.

The Low Stroke has the effect of retarding or

altogether stopping the progress of the ball struck

when it reaches the object ball, or the cushion,

It is produced by striking the ball below its

centre . By it we get

The Screvo or Twist, which has the effect of

bringing the ball back again after contact with

the object ball. It is madeby striking your ball

very low , with a sort of jerk only to be acquired

by practice.

The Object Ball is the ball struck at with your

own . The Striker's Ball is the ball played with.

The Side Stroke, as I have already explained ,
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is produced by striking your own ball more or

less on the right or left side, according as you

wish it to take a right or left angle after contact

with the cushion or another ball. It is an axiom

with players that the ball must be struck on the

side it is intended to go ; but, as I shall have

occasion to show by and by, this is not an infal

lible law -many cases arising where it is advisable

to use the reverse side in order to produce the

effect otherwise producible by the ordinary or

regular Side Stroke.

To properly make the side stroke, your cue

must slightly slide on to the ball struck, which

will have the effect of reversing its mode of pro

gression, so that, instead of its travelling over

and over, it goes forward by a series of slow

under and under and under revolutions. Of

this I shall have more to say by and by.

The Jenny is one of the most artistic as well

as one of the easiest strokes. It is made by a

losing hazard into the middle pocket from a ball

lying near to the cushion, and about a foot from

the pocket. I have known some players make

five, six, and even eight of theseJenny strokes

consecutively off the red ball. On a very fast

table, however, it is nearly impossible to make a

second Jenny, as the rebound from the cushion

carries the object ball too far towards the centre

of the table , however fine the stroke be played ;

but then there is generally a losing hazard left

by the ordinary angle inside the object ball.

The Pair of Breeches occurs where the object

ball lies on or near the centre of the upper end

C 2
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of the table above the centre pockets frombaulk,

or vice versá . A half ball well played will lodge

a ball in each of the top pockets. The Breeches

is a good stroke to play for practice. I have

seen Mr. George Davis, of Smithfield, accomplish

this stroke five times running. It is not always

found advantageous, however, to play this stroke

when a canon would be left were the losing hazard

simply made. The power of making the stroke

when it presents itself is, notwithstanding, fre

quently of great advantage to the player.

The Doublet (or Double) is produced by strik

ing your own or the object ball against one of the

cushions, so as to make it rebound to an opposite

pocket or ball. Striking two cushions by a

double reflection is usually called a Double

Double. It is a very useful stroke to know,

especially in the winning hazard games , and every

player should be able to make it when it presents

itself. Of course, I do not mean to say that

such a degree of dexterity is everattainable as to

make
every stroke a certainty ; all I want to im

press upon the reader is, that, in billiards, certain

principles once known cannot fail to be useful to

him. In this stroke the ball may be made to

reflect its original line of impetus with more or

less acuteness, according to the strength with

which it is struck, theplace where the object

ball is divided, the degree of side given to it, & c .

Cramp Games are those which are played out

of the usual course, as when a player gives five

pockets to one, stakes his hazard against his

adversary's canons and hazards, and soon. They
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are usually employed by a player against an

amateur, when a smaller number of points are

scored .

On all these points I shall have more to say as

we go on. I shall also illustrate my future re

marks by such diagrams as are necessary to the

elucidation of my meaning ; and it will be my

endeavour to give to each game the true rules, as

observed in the principal clubs and public rooms

in London and the provinces. If
you

attend to

my instructions you will not be likely to play

à tort et à travers — which, being translated into

elegant English, means making a mull of it.
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CHAPTER III.

DIVISION OF THE BALLS - WINNING AND

LOSING HAZARDS ,

one may

I said in my first chapter that the game of

Billiards was one, the practice of which improved

the mind . Now let me prove my words. Any

knock the ballsabout on the table; but

it is not everyone who arrives at the why and

wherefore of his strokes ; and, without the true

principles ofthe game be thoroughly understood,

no man can become a really good player. Some

men I know who can play tolerably goodgames,

making the usual winning and losing hazards

with some degree of success, and even winning

money sometimes. But as soon as such men get

opposed to really scientific players, they lose all

confidence, get nervous, and complain that they

are "out of play to night.” The reason is, that

they have never got over the alphabet of the

game. They play empirically, and therefore

science beats them , as a matter of course. It is

my desire to so instruct my readers that they

shall be able to avoid the errors into which be

ginners almost invariably fall. I have won and lost

hundreds at the game, and the result of my expe

rience
maybe summed up in a single sentence :

Practice without scientific knowledge may suc

ceed ; but practice united to science must win.

I presume that by this time you have acquired

a tolerably good command over your ball , that
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you have become so far acquainted with the

angles of the table as to know about where your

ball will be likely to stop, and that you have

learned to make the ordinary direct canons and

hazards. But you have yet much to learn before

you are master of your own ball. Taking this

try 1

to be your ball, and the line beneath it to be

the table, you are enabled to strike any portion

of its surface except that immediately in contact

with the table, your eye being on a level with the

cushion . This and the other figures introduced

I have purposely drawn withoutshading, so that

nothing may interfere with the rules I shall

attempt to lay down . Now draw an imaginary

line across the centre of the ball, and strike at

the dot at the side . This will give a free, full

impulse to the ball's direction. If you strike

above this line, your ball will travel swiftly. In

makingthe high stroke, you must let your arm

followthe cue; not by apush, but by a single
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decided impulse, striking always from the

shoulder rather than from the elbow , if the

Jig 2

striking ball be sufficiently distant from the

cushion . If you strike below the centre, the

stroke will have a tendency to retard the ball ;

lower still, the ball will stop ; and at the lowest,

the ball will return to the cue's point. The next

diagram willmore fully explain my meaning.

Struck at 1 , the ball will travel at its fastest,

consistently with the force applied, following

straight from the point struck ; at 2 the same

effect with moderate swiftness ; at 3, your ball

will still travel direct to its object, but less swiftly

than before ; struck in the centre, you know the

effect. Now take the lower figures : struck, with

the same degree of strength as before, at 4, its

progress will be retarded ; at 5, it will stop at

the point struck ; and at 6 , it will return tothe

player with more or less swiftness, according to

the force and precision of the stroke. The two
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latter strokes must be accompanied by a sudden

drawing back of the hand - an action not alto

22

3

3

6

Fig 3

gether explainable on paper, but which is easily

acquired when once seen performed by a good

player. All these effects may be produced with

precisely the same degree of strength. A ball

struck at the same heights as indicated in Fig. 3,

a little to the right or left, will produce a corre

sponding inclination to theright or left on reach

ing the cushion or another ball : but to the prin

ciple of the side stroke I must devote an entire

chapter. For the present, therefore, we will

pursue the plain game, and strike our ball in the

centre of its diameter, higher or lower, according

to the effect desired .

It will now be necessary to explain how cer

tain effects are produced by dividing, not your

own, but the object ball.

In taking aim at an object ball, it is usual,

and indeednecessary, in order to give particular
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effect to the stroke, that particular portions ofit

should be struck . Par exemple, you wish to make

either of the Losing Hazards shown in Fig. 9 ;

now , not one of the strokes there shown could be

made by striking your own ball full upon the

centre of the object ball ; the same also with the

Winning Hazards in Fig. 10. What we do, there

O

Fin 4

fore, is to divide the object ball into imaginary

parts. If a full ball is requisite, you strike your

own ball so that its centre meets the centre of

the object ball, or nearly . Of course the impetus

given to the object ball will be the same as that

originally applied to the striker's ; this is what is

call a Straight Stroke. If you
wish to make the

other hazards, you must strike the object in such

a way as to make the angle from it more or less

acute . A Half Ball, a Three -quarter Ball, an

Eighth or Fine Ball, and so on, must be struck so

that the point of deflection carries your ball in

the direction intended. By studying the dia

grams and practising them upon the table, how

ever, much more will be learned than can be ex

plained on paper ; you will do well to get a few

hours' instruction from an intelligent marker .

Mr. Richards, the proprietor of the rooms in
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Old 'Change, or the marker at Stebbings', Turn

wheel-lane , Cannon -street, are both good players,

and are happy to give instruction inthe daytime.

Fig 5

They are both civil fellows; their charge, I think,

is half a crown an hour, which includes the

tables. Figures 4, 5 , 6, 7, and 8, show the

points of contact for the full, three - quarter, half

quarter, and fine balls.

o

tia 6

Jay 7

D
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♡

Fiq &

FIG. 4, the Full Ball, where the striker's ball meets or covers the

object ball directly full - the cue should be grasped tightly

in the hand, not held loosely between the fingers, as for the

losing hazard ; Fig . 5, a Three- quarter Ball, where the one

ball touches or covers about three -fourths of the other ; FIG .

6, a Half Ball, in which the striking ball covers about half

the object ball ; Fig . 7, a Quarter Ball, in which the contact is

slight; Fig. 8, a Fine Ball, in which the striker's ball comes in

contact with the other just sufficiently to touch it in passing.

The learner should practise all these strokes with a marker,

if possible.

In all these cases, your own ball must be struck

full in the centre. The motion of the striking

ball, after contact with the object ball, will,

it must be remembered, always be modified

by the strength of the stroke, the height at which

you strike, and the distance you diverge on either

side from the direct centre of your own or the

object ball. In proportion as the contact of the

balls is more or less full, so will the reflection

of the stroke be more or less in the direction of

the original line of incidents. Mr. Kentfield

has divided the striker's ball into seventeen

points ; but I doubt whether anyone
could ever

acquire such extreme dexterity as to strike each

of the points indicated at pleasure.

What I have now shown is the ordinary

manner of striking at the object ball ; and it

must be acquired before you attempt the side
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2 3 4

Fiq, 9

LOSING HAZARDS.—1 , a quarter ball ; 2, a half ball; 3 , a three

quarter ball; 4 , a quarter ball ; 5, a fine ball,
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4

FIG 10.

WINNING HAZARDS. — 1 , a full ball for the corner pocket, or the

object ball, if struck on the extreme right side, would double

into the middle; 2, a three -quarter ball; 3, a half ball ; 4 , a

Dearly full ball for the double in the left hand corner ; 5,

nearly full for the other corner.
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stroke. In my next chapter I shall give some

other diagrams of strokes to be made with the

ordinary full ball, and the rules for playing the

English (or winning and losing hazardand canon)

game. Let me conclude with an anecdote.

I was one evening playing a match gamewith

a fine player in one of the rooms of the Army

and Navy Club. The game was a thousand up.

My score stood at 760, and my opponent's at

about 400 . I felt confident of winning, and

backed myself to a large amount. I seemed to

be able to make every hazard and canonI played

for, and felt no small gratification as I listened

to the murmurs of admiration that every now

and then rose from the lookers on. Presently

my opponent missed his stroke, leaving the red

ball just over one of the middle pockets. The

game was before me . There was a certain score

of at least a dozen off the red ; but to show my

skill, and prompted by vanity, I attempted a

difficult canon off the white—and missed it. My

opponent then played at the red, and scored,

and went on scoring ; and, in short, very soon

won the game. I lost my money ; but I gained

a piece of wisdom as compensation. Here it

is - take it to heart : Never neglect a present good

for a future benefit ; for an opportunity once lost

can never be recovered .

D 2
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CHAPTER IV.

HAZARDS AND CANONS-RULES OF THE

ENGLISH GAME.

My friend and biographer, Michael Angelo

Titmarsh , Esq. , of the Middle Temple, Barrister

at-law, has already acquainted the world with my

skill at billiards, and I have now much pleasure

in making public the fact that he is himself almost

as dexterous with the cue as he is with the pen.

I taught him , in fact, all he knows about the

noble game; so that, in thus bearing testimony

to his talents, I am paying myself a sort of left

handed compliment. Well, once when we were

playing a little match at the Megatherium Club

(my old friend Pam was keeping score- he was a

sharp, active fellow then, though he is but a

winking old driveller now ; I suppose the cares of

office have affected his nerves), a position of the

balls arose similar to that marked 1 in the follow

ing diagram . I made a losing hazard into the

middle pocket, brought the red back again from

the top cushion to about the same place, and

from that break scored seventy - five right away,

Now, I may as well tell you, once for all, that

the success of any man's game does not depend

so much on the making of any peculiarly difficult

strokes as on thekeeping the balls well together,

so that a succession of hazards and canons may

be made. In order to accomplish this, the player

should accustom himself to make the common
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5

FIG. 11.- COMMON HAZARDS.

1 , losing hazard , and pocket the red ; 2, the Jenny ; 3, 4,

losing hazards; 5, losing hazard , and pocket the red

in the centre ; 6 , keeping the baulk .

(lu all these cases the white is the striker's ball . )
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hazards and canons shown in the diagrams, with

such strength as to keep the balls before him and

within a reasonable distance of each other after the

stroke is made. I am aware that only long prac

tice can familiarize the player with the strength

of his own play : sometimes he strikes too hard

and sometimes too lightly ; but attention to the

position of the object ball after reverberation

from a losing hazard will soon show him that a

main element of his success must depend on his

placing it so that he may score again. In the

game I have just mentioned as having played

with my friend Titmarsh, my first stroke scored

three, and the red ball coming again to about the

same place, so as to leave another losing hazard,

I wasenabled to make a great score from a very

common opening.

It should be borne in mind, too, that there is

seldom anything gained frompocketing the white,

as only one ball is then left on the table, and

your adversary, when it is his turn to play, has

the advantageof the baulk. Another great mat

ter to consider is, so to place your ball when in

hand as to at once render the stroke as easy as

possible, and leave the object ball in such a posi

tion as to have another score off it from the baulk ..

In the Jenny (marked 2 in diagram 11) it is of

importance not only to make the stroke intended ,

but to leave another losing hazard off the same

ball. This is accomplished by placing your own

ball in the centre of the baulk a little below the

line, and playing a high quarter ball upon the

red : this will leave the object ball at such a dis
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tance from the middle pocket as to leave an easy

losing hazard after. Then, according to the

strength with which you play, you can either

make another hazard in the centre, as in case 1 ,

or in the right hand corner, as in cases 3 and 4 .

Again, a position often occurs like that described

in case 5 , where the red ball is either on the spot

or near it, and your own ball lies near the cushion

on one or other side of the table. Now both the

winning hazard and the doublet are uncertain

from such a position ; but a three- quarter ball,

played with moderate strength, willlodge your

ball in the corner, and the red in or near the mid

dle pocket. It is not always the best play to

pocket both balls. In the case in point, a losing

hazard in the corner , leaving another in the cen

tre, is decidedly best, as it leaves your own game

more open. This is a capital stroke for practice,

and one that occurs in almost every winning and

losing game. In cases 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4, your own

ball is to be struck in the centre.

In case 6, diagram 11 , we have the first in

stance of the side stroke. To keep the baulk

with this stroke, you must strike yourball rather

high on the inner side. It is theeasiest applica

tion of the side stroke I know, and will acquaint

you with the nature of this kind of play very

readily.

With regard to the canons shown in diagram

12, I have chosen only those which occur most

commonly in every game, and which may all be

made with a full open stroke on your own ball:

numerous others will arise in every game. To
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3

4 .

3

FIG . 12. - COMMON CANONS.

1. - A fine ball on the left of the object ball.

2.- A fine stroke on the right of the object ball.

3. - A low ball full on the object ball.
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4.- A low full ball, with a little screw .

5.-A full ball to strike the two cushions, and make a canon on

either of the balls within the baulk ; or, suppose two balls

in baulk , the same effect will be produced by striking a

full ball on to the cushion. This is a most useful and safe

stroke.

arrive at something like certainty, you should ac

custom yourself to measure the angle with your

eye, and strike at that part of the object ball

that appears to render the canon most easy of

accomplishment. In my next I shall endeavour

to give some instructions on the scientific prin

ciple of the side stroke, concluding mypresent

chapter with the rules for that best of all games

on the billiard table , the winning or losing canon,

or, as it is now more properly called, the Euglish

game. These rules are those acknowledged in

all the clubs and principal rooms in town and

country. The rules are hung on the walls of

most billiard rooms ; but they are generally very

verbose, and not always very clear. I shall en

deavour to avoid both faults, and still say all that

is necessary .

RULES FOR THE ENGLISH GAME.

1. The winning and losing carambole game is

played with three balls, white, spot-white, and

red . On commencing the game the red is placed

on the spot, and the players string from the baulk

circle. The ball that stops nearest to the cushion

wins the lead, and gives the choice of balls.

When points are given, the player receiving them

breaks the balls, either striking the red or giving

a miss in baulk .
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2. The usual game is fifty up ; but it may be

played at any greater or lesser number of points.

3. A miss must in all cases be played with the

point of the cue.

4. In reckoning the points a white winning or

losing hazard scores two; a red winning or losing

hazard , three; a miss, one ; a coup, three ; pocket

ing the two white balls, four; pocketing a white

and red ball, five ; a white hazard and canon , four;

a red hazard and canon , five ; pocketing your own

and the red ball, six ; your own, the white, and

a canon , when the white is first struck , six ; your

own, the white, and a canon off the red, seven ; the

red, your own, and a canon, eight; all the balls

when the white is first struck , seven ; all the balls

when the red is first struck, eight ; all the balls

and a canon when the white is first struck, nine ;

and when the red is first struck , ten .

5. Noball must be struck till it has done rolling.

6. All strokes are fair with the point of the

In pushing strokes, if your cue leaves the

ball and touches it again, it is a foul stroke.

7. When your own ball touches the object ball,

score ; you therefore run into a

pocket, or canon , when the red is again placed on

the spot, and the next player goes on from baulk,

your ball being in hand. The object ball and

the red touching are playable.

8. Foul strokes are made in the following

ways :-Touching a ball when rolling ; moving

a ball when in the act of striking ; playing with

the
wrong ball, or when the red'isoff the table, or

with both feet off the ground ; touching both

cue .

you cannot
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balls with the cue ; wilfully knocking a ball off

the table ; when in hand, playing at a ball in

baulk ; blowing upon a ball; shaking the table

or floor ; touchingany other ball than your own

with hand or cue, or wilfully altering its course.

Exceptions.Accidentally touching a ball in

taking aim ; knocking a ball off the table by

accident or through fault of the table ; playing

with a wrong ball when told it is your own by

the marker or your adversary ; if impeded in

your stroke by the player, marker, or bystander.

In the latter case no penalty can be claimed for

foul ; but the balls must be replaced as nearly as

possible, and the stroke made over again .

9. Penalties for foul strokes are taken by the

striker losing his stroke ; by the non-striker call

ing a foul stroke, and breaking the balls ; or

the non - striker may let the balls remain, or com

pel the striker to re -make the stroke. In the

case of a changed ball, the non -striker may either

have the balls changed again, so that each player

has his own ball, or he may insist on thegame

going on as the balls then stand, the striker

losing any score hehasmade with the last stroke;

or he may play with which ball he pleases ; or he

may claim for foul, and insist on the striker

breaking the balls. If, however, the change of

balls be not discovered before a second stroke has

been made, the game must go on as the balls then

stand, and any score made must be counted.

10. A line ball cannot be played at.

11. Knocking the object ball off the table

does not score ; forcing your own ball off the

E
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table, after having struck another, involves no

penalty ; knocking your own ball off the table

without striking another is a coup , and scores

three against you.

12. The player who throws up his cue, or

refuses to play, loses the game.

13. All bets go with the game .

14. All disputes to be decided by the marker,

and, in case he is unable to decide, by the majority

of the company . [Markers should not be allowed

to make bets . Few gentlemen bet with pro

fessional markers.]

15. If a ball be accidentally moved, it must be

replaced as nearly as possible.

16. No bystander has any right to interfere, in

any way, with a game till appealed to by the

players.

In these sixteen rules you have all that is

necessaryto know of the ninety or a hundred rules

usually given. I must be allowed, however, to

add a few remarks just by way of advice and

caution :-Be attentive to your game, and lose

no fair opportunity of scoring. Do not stand

over the pocket or ball your adversary is playing

at — it is an ungentlemanly habit. Do not bet if

you are nervous, or if the loss of the wager is

likely to cause you any uneasiness. ever dis

pute the score with the marker ; if you
have

fair reason to believe he scores improperly, or

has any interest in making you lose, do not play

again in that room . Do nothing to annoy your

adversary ; boasting, loud talking, putting your

hand near a pocket a ball is likely to run into ,
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pretending to guide a ball with your finger or

cue, making wry faces while taking aim , & c., are

all vulgar habits, more “ honoured in the breach

than the observance.” Do not canon from a

white ball unless the stroke be nearly certain,

as yourown is likely to be left in danger. Do

not pocket your adversary, except the red be in

baulk , or a two-stroke ends the game ; as, be

sides leaving only one ball to play at, it is not

considered the high game. When the white is

safe under the cushion , it is not good policy to

disturb it. In playing bricole from the cushion ,

always remember the grand maxim that the

angle of reflection is equal to the angle of inci

dence. Never strike the balls at random , but

always have some direct object in view : many

points are lost from inconsiderate play ; while, on

the contrary, many an inferior player wins a

game by sheer force of careful play. If there be

really no score on the balls, then play for safety,

by leaving your own and the red as far apart as

possible, or giving a miss; when your adversary's

ball is off the table play for baulk rather than

risk a doubtful stroke ; when near the end of the

game do not disturb the red, if it be safe, without

there is a good chance of a score off it. Do not

vary your strength, or play high or low , without

there be an obvious necessity for so doing.

Never play carelessly ; the chances of the game

are so many that you can never be certain of

winning till the whole number of points are

scored . When under a cushion , and your adver

sary and the red be safe, it is better to give a
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miss than to risk an unlikely stroke. Never

play the losing hazard at the white in baulk,

when the red is also in baulk, without you are

certain of bringing the white out ; nothing tends

to the success of a game so much as a careful

considerationof the ultimate position of the balls

after the stroke. Never allow the red to remain

near a pocket, without there is a certain hazard

off the white . In playing the red winning

hazard , use sufficient strength to bring it away

from the cushion, so as to leave another stroke

off it ; on the contrary, it is generally best so to

play the white winning hazard as to leave it

under the cushion after your 'stroke. Do not

attempt canons round the table without careful

consideration as to the strength of your stroke

and the angles of the table . And, lastly, never

forget that common strokes with carefulplay stand

a better chance than the most brilliant hazards

without it.
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CHAPTER V.

THE SIDE STROKE

was

say

My friend Captain Campbell, of the Army and

Navy club, boasts that he never plays on a pub

lic table, and that he will give anyman a hun

dred pounds who catches him doing so . Now,

although the gallant captain is confessedly one of

the finest amateur players in the kingdom - he

a pupil of mine, and now he can beat

his master - I must tell him that, as a general

rule , there is better play on public tables than in

the clubs. I quarrel with no man's opinions ;

but I speak by the card when I that a billiard

player improves more rapidly by playing occa

sionally with strangers, than by continually

matching himself against opponents whose

strength of cue is well known to him-as must

be the case to a certain extent with club -house

players. I have been frequently asked who are

the best players in London, and I confess that,

although I have played occasionally with Roberts

of Manchester, Stark the American, the man who

came over here with the avowed intention of

beating everybody at his own - the four-ball

winning hazard - game, and began by losing his

first great match ; Edward Green , Hitchin,

Richards, Stammers, George and Cyrus Davis,

the tavern -keepers of Smithfield ; Tabley ; the

“ Oxford Jonathan ," marker at Winsor's Old

E 2
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Rooms, 252, Strand ; Pat," the marker at

Goode's on Ludgate Hill ; “ Joe , ” the late

marker at the rooms in Old ’ Change; “ Dick , "

the marker at Stebbings'; and the great Jona

than himself — to say nothing of lesser stars — I

am at a loss to whom to assign the palm, each

one is so excellent in his own way. But I may

say that the great strength of all these profes

sional players - except Jonathan, who still pre

fers the old plan of dividing the object ball,and

declares that list are better than India -rubber

cushions — lies in their perfect knowledge of the

side stroke . I confess at once, however, that

Roberts, of Manchester, is out and out the finest

player in England. No man who cannot use the

side when it is necessary must consider himself a

player now-a-days . The fault with most players

is their constant and unnecessary use of the side

in situations where the full, old - fashioned stroke

would answer the same purpose. The principle

of the side stroke is to render the reflection from

the object ball or cushion more or less acute than

it would be if struck in the ordinary way . The

old and more usual style of play is to divide the

object ball in the manner already explained,

striking your own ball full in the centre ;

by the side stroke just the reverse plan is adopted,

and you
divide your own ball and strike the ob

ject ball full. By the latter plan much more

certainty is attained, from the simple reason that

your own ball is immediately under the eye, and

can be struck in any part of its circumference,

while the object ball is at a greater or less dis
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tance, and therefore particular strokes are more

or less difficult of accomplishment. Every stroke

that may be made by dividing the object ball can

also be made ( and with much greater precision)

by using the side stroke ; but the reverse of the

proposition is not true, for by the use of the side

stroke many hazards and canons are possible

that cannot be made by simply dividing the

object ball. Sometimes (as I shall show by and

by) it is necessary to divide both balls; the

finest players, indeed, are in the habit of con

stantly doing so . For the present, however, we

will confine ourselves to the simple side stroke.

I must presume that my kind friends the ama

teurs, for whom alone I write, have already made

themselves tolerably well acquainted with the

manner of dividing the object ball, and that

they have arrived at something like precision

and certainty in their strokes in common

hazards: I proceed now therefore to explain

how the side stroke is accomplished . First I

must correct one or two very common errors

in regard to the action of the side when applied

to the striker's ball : if made with too great

strength its object is defeated and the ball runs

off on the side opposite to the one intended :

the ball should be struck, in most cases , on the

side it is intended to go, with the cue held diago

nally, more or less, to the centre of the ball,

especially in the screw or twist strokes . The

side does not act — or, rather, its action is not

apparent - till it reaches the object ball or

cushion, when the impetus originally received
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will be at once perceived ; for on the direction

of the ball's progression being reversed it will be

found to run offsharply from the point of con

tact, with greater acuteness than is observed in

its natural angle. The side given to the striker's

ball does not in any case communicate itself to

the object ball, as is by some stated — for on the

latter being struck full, its natural course is in a

straight line with the striker's ball at the point

of contact ; it is only when the object ball is

struck otherwise than full that an appearance of

communicated side is presented.

Now imagine your ball to be divided in the

manner shown in Fig. 13. The upper
and lower

division being understood, and the effect of the

high or low stroke being perfectly under the

player's command, endeavour to produce the

various effects shown in the next figure.

In the four following diagrams, Fig. 13 must

be taken as the striker's ball.

For the strokes on the right hand, direct the

cue across the ball, and vice versa . The various

strokes shown in Fig. 14 may all be produced

from one position of the striker's ball.

To produce the canon marked 1 , strike your

ball at 5 E (in Fig. 13) with moderate strength.

Of course the hazards may be made with equal

certainty ; but canons have been chosen for

greater facility of explanation. As we may have

frequently to refer to Fig. 13 we may as well

speak of it as the divided ball. You will find

no difficulty in following the figures, though at

first sight the directions may appear rather com
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plicated. For case 2, strike at 5 F ; for case 3,

strike at 2 H ; for case 4, a following ball on 1

A

1

2

2

G

6 5 4 2 10
6

D

6

FIG. 13.-- The Divided Ball.

H ; for case 5 , strike at 2 A ; for case 6 , strike

on 3 C ; for case 7 , a screw from 6 D ; and for

case 8 , a similar screw from 6 E. These direc

tions will be rendered plainer by the example

shown in Fig . 15 .

Here a slight screw on the divided ball in 5 D

will produce either of the canons shown (from 1

to 2, or from 1 to 3) , or a hazard in the middle

pocket. The reverse side will of course give you

the pocket on the right hand side — the cue being
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5
2

7

FIG . 14.-- Side Stroke Canons. The “ divided ball" enlarged .

held in both cases diagonally. These examples

might be multiplied indefinitely ; but, to show
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Fig . 15. - Squaring the Ball.

more distinctly the action of the side stroke, let

us look at the canons in Fig. 16 .
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2

3 3

FIG. 16. - Action of the Side Stroke.

The divided ball, struck in the centre with a

straight cue, will of course rebonnd in a straight
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3

FIG . 17.-Side Stroke Hazards.

line to the centre of the baulk ; struck in 2 A or

2 H, will produce either of the canons marked 1

F
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in this figure ; struck in 2 B or 2 G, the canons

marked 2 will be made ; and struck on 2 C or

2 F, the canons marked 3 will occur, the cue

always crossing the ball opposite to the side

struck . It is needless to observe that endless

modifications of these strokes must occur in every

game, and that a knowledge of these effects must

assist the merest tyro.

In the last figure ( 17 ) in my present chapter,

I have shown three of the most ordinary strokes

that occur on the billiard table. In case 1 , the

centre is the striker's ball, and it is his object to

pocket both balls in opposite pockets and canon,

making a seven stroke, or a ten , if all the balls

be pocketed. This is by no means so difficult as

might appear. Strike your ball with a good

drawback a very little to the right or left of

6 D, the centre , and you will make a winning

hazard , draw back your ball for the canon , and

possibly pocket oneor both the other balls. In

case 2 , strike your ball rather below the centre

slightly on the right side; and for case 3 , a little

below the centre on the left side. These three

strokes occur in almost every game, and their

accomplishment is highly useful, as, whether

successful or not, yourown ball is generally left

pretty safe. I recollect once, in playing with

LordW who is a better playerthan he is a

diplomatist, winning a game with a judicious

centre ten stroke, which occurred three times in

a game of a hundred up . My game was almost

gone ; but I took courage, and remembered that

good old school motto, Nil desperandum .
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CHAPTER VI.

THE SIDE STROKE AND SCREW.

It is frequently found of great importance to

combine the side stroke and screw . I remember

once playing a game with the present Emperor of

France — hewas a parvenu, and “ nothing par

ticular" in those days, though, by force of suc

cess, he has become a great man since, and is at

this moment the most prominent figure in Europe

—when a brilliant twist in an unlikely situation

brought my opponent's game into such a favour

able position, that he won it easily in a few more

strokes. In fact, he won that game of billiards as

he won his throne, by a coup de main . Now , al

though brilliant and difficult strokes are often

dangerous to play (as in the instance of my im

perial friend's career, which has been a succession

of doubtful but splendidly executed hazards), they

are very useful to know . The screw or twist may

often be brought intoplay when the more direct

and old -fashioned stroke would be utterly useless.

With many young players, however, the mode of

making the screw is but partially understood ; I

shall, therefore, before giving illustrations of its

effect, attempt to explain its philosophy. In ge

neral strokes thecue is held parallel to the axisof

the ball (as in A A, Fig. 18) ; but, to gain a

stronger effect of the side stroke, hold thecue at

a more or less acute angle (as in B B and C C in

Fig. 18) . This requires practice, so as to strike
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A

B

B
A

FIG . 18 .-- Position of the cue for a screw or twist ball.

the ball true ; but it is one of the great secrets of

the side stroke. But in holding your cue in this
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angle, be careful that you stand easily and firmly

behind it,not distorting the body or bending the

knees. This extreme power of the side mayeither

be combinedwith the high or low stroke according

as your ball is struck above or beneath its centre.

With the low stroke you produce the slow twist,

a most useful stroke to know. It is not always

necessary that you should strike your ball hard in

making this stroke, though a certain sharp draw

back motion of the arm is absolutely essential to

its success. In certain situations, as, for instance,

inplaying outside the baulk line to canon by bri

cole from the cushion on two balls within the

baulk, this stroke is highly useful — the same ac

tion taking place whether the object struck be the

ball or the cushion, though in the former case its

power is much more apparent. In Fig. 19 I have

shown the various positions in which the screw

Fig . 19.-Lines of screw .

may be made ; the four dotted lines giving the

extremes of the striking points. I do not pre

F 2
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will give you

tend that it is possible to touch every one of these

points with absolute certainty ; but the knowledge

of the effect produced cannot but prove highly

useful toan amateur. In practising with Jona

than at Brighton many ycars since, he showed to

demonstration how the various points of the di

vided ball might be made to certainly approxi

mate to the effects intended .

Let me now illustrate the positionI have taken.

In all the figures following, the dot upon the

striker's ball is the point d'appui.

In Fig. 20 , case 1 , the striker's ball struck on

the left hand side, a very little below the centre,

the losing hazard in the left corner ;

struck in similar manner on the right hand, the

right hand middle pocket hazard may be made,

or the canon on toa ball lying near the upper

centre, or the pocket in the right hand corner.

In case 2, in the same figure, the various effects

shown may be produced according as greater or

less screwis put on your ball. These canons and

hazards occur in almost every game, and should

bepractised by placing the balls in the positions

indicated.

In Fig. 21 , the direct effect of the screw is

shown in case 1, where your ball is drawn back

for the canon , or hazard in the right hand corner

pocket. For this stroke you must strike your

ball very low, with a sudden and decided draw

back of the arm — not too hard. In case 2 , the

side nicely put on will give you either of the

canons indicated on the left corner pocket. In

this and all the other diagrams, the open ball is

the striker's , and the black the object ball.
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2

FIG . 20.- Losing hazards and canons.

In Fig. 22, I have shown the different effects

produced by the direct and side strokes . In the
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2

FIG . 21.-- The screw and side.

first case (1) a stroke made low on your ball will

produce the canon on to the ball near the right
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2

FIG . 22. - Direct and screw canons .

hand cushion . For this stroke the object ball

must be struck full. In the other case (2) a very
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low side stroke will screw your ball back from the

object on to the cushion , when it will run sharply

down to the canon or pocket in the right hand

cornerpocket in the baulk .

In Fig. 23, case 1 requires but very slight

screw for the losing hazard . Your ball should be

struck either hardenough to bring theobject ball

back from the baulk to near the middle pocket,

er gently enough to produce the same effect, so as

in either case to leave another hazard. Case 2 is

a highly useful stroke, where in an unlikely posi

tion a fine canon may be made, and a hazard in

the corner pocket probably left. Your ball must

be struck sharply a little below the centre on the

left hand side, and it will cross the table in a

direct line, and make the canon . Of course the

same effect follows a similar stroke in any partof

the table . The secret of this stroke is to strike

the ball and cushion at the same instant, but the

object ball should receive a full blow,or your own

ball will follow through it, instead of rebounding

from it. It is not of great importance that the

object should actually touch the cushion . Here

the side and screw are brought into combination

with admirable effect.

In Fig. 24, we see the various effects following

the several degrees of side put on the divided

ball. By varying the position of the striker's ball

either of the Jennys or the hazards shown may

be accomplished, with, of course, any canon

that may happen to liewithin range. Struck

with a fine side the middle or corner pocket may

be attained ; with a more full stroke, the bricole
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1

2

FIG , 23. - Hazard and canon .

from the cushion gives you the middle or end

doublet. In these strokes both balls are divided ,

as shown in the figure.
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FIG . 24. Strokes made by dividing both balls.

The last figure in my present chapter shows

a stroke that is highly useful in pool and winning
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FIG. 25. - Winning hazard , and stop in the centre.

hazard games. Here the object is to pocket the

object ball and remain on or near the spot it

G
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occupied. A low stroke, very slightly on the

side, with a little screw , will accomplish this .

The true method of making this stop stroke is to

strike your own ball with a sudden full, but

low and drawback , action ; and when you have

by practice attained the freedom of hand neces

sary forthis stroke, and can stop your ball at a

good distance, then you may hope to win at

pool or pyramids, and not before. Verbum sap.
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CHAPTER VII.

DOUBLETS—THE FOUR-BALL OR AMERICAN

GAME .

About five or six yearsago, Mr. Stark, a fine

player from the United States, arrived in this

country ; and to him we are mainly indebted for

the introduction among us of the Four -ball or

American game. His fame as a billiard player

had preceded him, and great was the curiosity

felt in clubs and public rooms to witness his won

derful skill. Nocavalier or knight of ancient or

modern days ever wielded lance or sword with

such dexterity as that exhibited by Mr. Stark

with the billiard cue . No player of the present

degenerate times - not even the great Roberts

himself — had acquired such mastery over the

simple instrument. The number he could score

from a single break was something fabulous, and

he had come over to the “ old country ,” not so

much to “ beat the Britishers "-of course, there

could be no doubt about that little achievement

as to show us thick -blooded islanders to what

perfection the game of billiards had been brought

by its scientific devotees in the “ free and inde

pendent" land of Stars and Stripes. Mr. Stark

was prepared to play any man in England at his

own peculiar game, and give him odds ! and, like

the wealthy thimble rigger on a country race

course, was ready to stake to any amount- had

got more money nor the parson of the parish,
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presence of "

and could break the Bank of England !” Stand

aside, John Bull, and make room for the great

Mr. Stark, the American ! Such was the sort of

rhodomontade that preceded the American ; and,

with our usual gullibility, we believed all we

heard, and never for a moment suspected the

bunkum ! ”

Well, Mr. Stark arrived ; and , to do him jus

tice, he is really a fine player and a modest man.

It was his backers, and not he, that boasted .

We saw him play several times with tolerably

good players at Green's rooms, in Leicester -square

(now converted into a café chantant ), and he in

variably beat them at long odds. Now, the Ame

rican is a very different kind of game to the Eng

lish. It is played with four balls, and consists

entirely of winning hazards and canons. Our

great players had never seen it before. Their

practice of winning hazards had been principally

obtained in the games of pool and pyramids; so

that Mr. Stark's game took them a little by sur

prise. It is truethat he really did make some

great scores, occasionally getting a hundred or a

hundred and fifty, and even more, off one break .

But as soon as English players had seen the game

they began to practise it ; and, speedily conquer

ing its alphabet, became adepts in every tone and

inflexion of its language. TheAmerican game

was for a time quite fashionable in the clubs and

principal public rooms; but Mr. Stark had not

been threemonths in England before he was chal

lenged and beaten ! Hehas made no great noise

since; and, though he is doubtless a very excel
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lent player, he has never yet found courage or

opportunity to accept a challenge for an even

game from Roberts of Manchester, or any other

of the celebrated players.

In observing his game, I soon discovered that

its great strength lay, not so much in his canons

as in his admirable straight and doublet winning

hazards. Till his appearance in England, the

perfection andcertainty since attained in making

winning hazards was certainly unknown ; so that,

in spite of his comparative failure as
" the finest

player in the world ,” he has proved of immense

assistance to us in directing our attention to a

new and interesting game.

To this game I propose to devote the present

chapter ; as, though it is in many respects inferior

to the English game, its practice is highly useful

in accustoming the young player to the making

of winning hazards and canons in apparently un

likely situations. In the games of pool and py

ramids, the certainty of direction assumed by the

object ball is a matter of great importance ; and

I know of no better introduction to those excel

lent
games than an occasional match at the Ame

rican game, with a good player for antagonist.

Now for the practice .

In the next figure I have drawn several in

stances of the winning doublet. These, ofcourse,

might be multiplied indefinitely, and similar an

gles might be made to each pocket on the table ;

but for our present purpose those given will suf

fice. I presume that all the diagrams given are

regularly practised, otherwise my instructions will

G 2
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FIG . 26. - Winning doublets.

be uselesss. In making the winning doublet, it

is not necessary to use the side stroke, except for
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the purpose of avoiding the chance of a losing

hazard — a matter occasionally of much impor

tance. In this figure I have merely indicated the

direction of the object ball after reverberation ;

the success of the stroke must depend on the

accuracy with which the ball is divided . For the

direct doublet to the opposite side of the table a

three -quarter ball is requisite when your own lies

immediately opposite the object ball ; and by just

so much as you vary the division of the ball

played on, by so much will the angle be more or

less acute or direct. The expert player will soon

discover for himself the degree of division neces

sary in order to produce the particular effect in

tended ,and the education of the eye and hand

can really only be acquired by careful study and

long practice. If you content yourself, my young

friend, by simply reading my instructions, you

will never become a billiard player. You must

take a room to yourself and practise almost daily .

A few lessons from a marker will assist you

amazingly . There is another way of learning

billiards,which is to play with anyadversary who

may present himself and take your chance"; but

without you have a good long purse you will find

this rather expensive. I learnt the game in that

way myself ; but my preliminary instructions

were obtained from a real master of thegame,
the

late Mr.Winsor, of 252 , Strand,whose rooms were

attended at the time I speak of by some of the

best players, as well as the most gentlemanly men,

in London. · But to return to our doublets.

The only true way of acquiring anything ap
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proaching certainty in making the doublet, is to

carefullymeasure with the eye the angle intended ,

and note the effect produced ; then practise that

stroke until you can accomplish it easily. As

soon as you get over the first difficulty in making

the direct winning doublet across the table into a

middle pocket, then try the end pockets, as shown

in the preceding diagram , varying the division of

the object ball till you have schooled your hand

into something like certainty. The other strokes,

from the cushion and so on , will follow as a mat

ter of course. The drawing an imaginary line

from place to place on the table is , after a little

practice, one of the easiest things possible. But

never forget the grand maxim that the angle of

reflection equals the angle of incidence ; if it does

not, then you may be sure of one of two things

either you have put too much side on your own

ball, or you havedivided the object ball. In the

first case the angle produced by the reverberation

of your own ball will be more acute than you

intended; in the other, the return angle assumed

by the object ball is faulty, in just the proportion

in which the division of it has been incorrect.

Let me repeat, that only when both balls are

struck full and fair in the centre can the maxim

be considered an infallible one, and that any

variation must make the return angle more or less

acute or obtuse. I have here been speaking only

of the winning doublet ; but the same remarks

will apply equally well to the losing doublet

with this difference however : in the latter, the

losing doublet, the side stroke may be judi
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ciously introduced, either in conjunction with, or

independent of, the division of the object ball.

In making the winningdoublet, as in the regular

winning hazard, you will find it advantageous to

grasp the cue firmly, as by that means a more

fair and full stroke is obtained the reverse me

thod of holding the cue being best for losing

hazards.

In the American game the winning hazard is

in a great variety of instances judiciously com

binedwith the canon . In the following figure I

have shown a few of the more common . In

cases 1 and 2 the object ball is lodged in the left

hand corner, and according as you put the right

or left side on your ball, the canons a a or bb, or

any that happen to lie in those lines, would follow .

But
you must recollect that the pockets c d also

lie
open ; so that in a stroke of this kind great

caution is necessary. The pocket and canon

shown in case 3 is more safe to play, as from

your return ball another hazard or canon would

probablybe left. The more usual and safe plan

is that adopted by Stark. In the American game

the ball is placedon the lower spot, nearly centre

wise, between the four top pockets ; and his plan

is, whenever he can get into position near the

spotted ball,to play a low ball, and stop ; or a

slow ball with a little side, and just pass the

point of contact. In this way, with the four

pockets before him , he has been able to make the

extraordinary scores already mentioned. I have

myself, in a friendly match with Lord C

scored a hundred and forty from a position like
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a

a

6
1
1
1

1

FIG . 27.-Winning hazards and canons.

that marked 3 , the red ball being each time

spotted on the upper centre or winning spot .
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I will now briefly give you the

RULES FOR THE AMERICAN OR FOUR-BALL

GAME .

1. This game is played with four balls, red,

blue, white, and spot-white. The red ball is

placed on the spot immediately below the spot

used in the English game; the blue on the spot

in the centre of the baulk line ; and the white

balls are in hand, one belonging to each player.

2. The game is usually played sixty -three up ,

and consists entirely of winning hazards and

canons .

3. The baulk circle is not used, the striker's

ball , whenever it is in hand , being played from

anywhere within the baulk line.

4. The first player gives a miss anywhere out

of baulk (behind the red is usually considered the

best place, as the canon is difficult ). If the first

player strike a ball, his adversary may compel

him to go on again, or he may, if he choose,

elect to have it remain where it stops, taking one

as for a miss.

5. The second player must strike the white

ball, or give a miss.

6. If the player pocket his own ball he loses

two, three, or four, according to the balls struck,

as well as any score he mayhave made with the

stroke.

7. The points scored are— two for a canon , two

for a white hazard, three for a red hazard, and

four for a blue hazard . A canon from the white

to the red, or the blue, scores two, or vice versa ;

from the red to the blue, or from the blue to the
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red, three points ; if from the white to the red

and afterwards to the blue, four ; a canon from

one of the coloured balls to the other and after

wards on to the white, five — these last being dou

ble canons. Pocketing the white and red, five ;

the white and blue, six ; the red and blue, seven ;

the red, blue, and white, nine. If canons be

made they are scored in addition as above : thus

fourteen may be scored in a single stroke - four

for the blue , three for the canon to the red, three

for the red hazard, two for the canon on to the

white, and two for the white winning hazard ;

and sixteen may be lost, supposing that in addi

tion to the above scores your own ball should

also be pocketed — a most unlikely stroke.

8. Foul strokes the same as in the English

game ; except that when the striker's ball touches

the object ball he is allowed to score .

These eight rules are all that need be borne in

mind, though it is usual to give about thirty

rules for this excellent game. For a young

player I know of no game that presents such

good practice for the winning hazards and canons.

It is a game, however, to try the temper, as there

is a good deal of luck in it; but then you know

the old proverb, which may as well be applied to

billiards as to anything else - Palmam qui meruit

ferat.
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CHAPTER VIII .

DIVIDING BOTH BALLS-RED WINNING

CARAMBOLE GAME.

I THINK I said before that the operation of

the side stroke has the practical effect of removing

the axis of the ball struck a little to the right or

left, and that its natural axis is regained on the

ball's contact with the cushion or another ball.

I said also that the side stroke did not take full

effect till your ball came in contact with the

cushion or other object. By this it must be un

derstood that the effect is not seen till it reaches

the point of contact ; though, from the fact of

the ball travelling on an axis removed from its

centre, the sidemust be really given to your

ball at the very instant it is struck . By just

so much as the ball be struck out of its centre

will its rolling point or axis be removed from its

natural axis : in other words, when you apply

the side you make your ball describe a parabolic

curve towards the object at which it is aimed ;

its natural line of progression being only regained

after contact with the cushion or another ball.

In applying the side, it is usual to strike the

object ball full ; but much greater power is ob

tained, in particular cases, when both balls are

divided . This dividing both balls is, in truth,

the real science of the game ; and to perform the

operation successfully requires great practice. It

is not sufficient, in order to gain a very acute

H
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angle, that the necessary quantity of side be

applied to your own ball; the object ball must

also be carefully divided, so as to remove the

point of contact from the centre of both balls.

This kind of play gives the appearance of com

municated side, about which so many players

are mistaken . The fact is, that this resemblance

of side transferred to the object ball arises from

both the balls taking angles contrary to that

natural to them if struck full or nearly so . Again ,

in the screw ortwist the ball travelsmore slowly,

from the fact that its usual mode of progression

is reversed ; and instead of revolving, asa wheel

does, by a series of over and over revolutions

about its axis , it progresses by a contrary method,

or, to use familiar language, under and under.

The ball struck has two motions— a forward and

a lateral one ; the two combined form the screw

or twist. If you take a boy's hoop, and, hold

ing it beneath its centre, throw itforward, and

atthe same moment pull it back, as it were, by

a sudden jerk, you will find that, after going on

a little way, its mode of revolution will be re

versed, and it will return to your hand. This

is just the philosophy of the screw . You strike

it low ; it travels by a series of under and under

revolutions, and then , when it reaches another

ball or the cushion, it returns to your cue's point,

instead of taking its natural angle. This is

effected in the same way as the boy's hoop re

turns, because its method of revolution is reversed

after contact. I have already explained how,

if a ball be struck very high, it travels at its
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fastest ; the theory of its return by the screw

stroke is, however, just the reverse of this ; for

the lower you strike it the slower it travels, and

if you strike it low enough it either stops dead,

or returns from the point of contact. There is

a stroke that is of very easy accomplishment

after a little practice, but which appears ex

tremely difficult to a youngplayer — that of play

ing from the baulk upon a ball on the spot, and

screwing it back again to its starting point. This

is done by firmly grasping your cue, and putting

on a strong, slow twist. Your ball must be

struck fairly in the centre, as low as will carry

it to the object ball, on contact with which it

returns sharply into baulk . This is sometimes a

very useful stroke at pool or pyramids ; but

without you can do it pretty certainly you had

better not attempt it, as thereturn of your ball

into baulk may be much more easily effected

from the side cushion . By and by I shall show

you other cramp strokes ; but for the present we

will consider the effect of dividing both balls.

In the next diagram I have shown one of the

most common effects of the division of both balls.

When made with judgment canons are not only

the most elegant, but the safest balls you can

play. The principle of the canon is precisely

the same, whether your own or both balls be

divided ; but, where canons from two or three

cushions are to be made, you will find that, by

dividing the object ball, there will be less resist

ance to the passage of your own ball. The effect

of the side will be precisely the same as before,
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3

5

FIG . 28. - Side stroke canons.

although it does not gain its full power until

your ball reaches the cushion . When it reaches
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the cushion , however, it takes its true course, as

if struck from that place with the cue ; but a

little more strength of play is sometimes neces

sary. The canons in Fig. 28 would appear diffi

cult at first sight; but, if your ball be struckon

the dot marked , and the object ball be so divided

that you make only a very fine contact with it ,

either of the canons marked 1 , 2 , 3, 4 , and 5 will

be accomplished. These, which would appear

to an inexperienced player the effect of chance,

may be made with perfect certainty after a little

practice. The purpose here of dividing the

object ball is that you may not altogether remove

the side till the cushion is attained . If the object

ball, in a case like this, be struck full, the angle

taken by your own ball would not be nearly so

acute, but would correspond to the line of double

dots (a ); supposing, of course, that you avoid

the kiss. In the division of both balls, there

fore, you accomplish three objects; you avoid

the chance of a kiss, you render the angle as

acute as you wish, and your ball travels down to

the canon as fast as is needful. Of course the

same remarks hold good with regard to almost

any position of the balls in which it is necessary

to make the canon from the cushion. The canon

marked 1 in the diagram might be made by a

direct full stroke from one ball to the other ; but

then it would be much narrower than it is when

the left hand cushion is first attained .

from two cushions gives you, in most cases,

several inches more space ; as for instance, when

a ball lies in a corner near a pocket, there is a

A canon

H 2
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greater chance of striking it when you attempt

the canon from both cushions than if you try only

for a direct canon on to the ball. This will be

rendered evident immediately if you place one

ball over the left-hand pocket at the top, and the

other over the right-hand pocket at the bottom

of the table, and try a canon from baulk . A

canon, you must recollect, is always wider than

a pocket ; in fact, it is an axiom in billiards that

every canon is six inches wide - two inches for

the object ball and four for the striker's ball, ac

cording to the side on which the point of contact

takes place.

But it may be asked, “ How am I to judge

of the quantity of side I should put on in

an instance like this ? ”
This question I have

endeavoured to answer in the following dia

gram :

Suppose a your own ball, enlarged to show the

striking spot. You wish to make a canon from

b to c . Imagine a line drawn through the centre

of 3 to the centre of c , and then strike on the dot

on the right side nearest the centre. You wish

to make a losing hazard in the pocket d . Imagine

a similar line from the centre of your own ball to

thepocket — here distinguished bya dotted line ;

strike the outside upper spot by a half ball on b ;

hole your own ball in the pocket e by a similar

stroke on the outside spot on the left hand ; go

through the ball b, and hole yourself in the

pocketf by a high ball slightly struck on the left

side ; canon on g by a rather low side stroke on

the dot nearest thecentre ; make the pocket h by
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FIG . 29. - Side stroke canons and hazards

a side twist on the outside dot, in both the last

cases giving your cue a slightly angular position
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My old

across your ball ; return upon i and canon , or

make the canon k from the cushion by a low

side stroke from the spot on the right of the

* centre; or attain the pocket 1 by a similar stroke

a little nearer the centre of the divided ball.

All these canons and hazards may be made from

one position of the striker's ball. Of course an

infinite variety of similar canons may be made,

and really do occur, in almost every game.
I

have given this diagram for practice. I do not

mean to say that absolute certainty may be at

tained ; but what I do say is , that such an ap

proximation to certainty, in these and such like

canons, may be arrived at as to give the player

a decided advantage over an adversary who sim

ply uses thenatural angles of the table.

preceptor, Winsor, wasso accomplished a master

of the canons from the cushions that it could 'al

most be said of him that he could canon any

where about the table from the baulk . I recol

lect playing with a gentleman who boasted that

he played the good old -fashioned game, and never

used the side. Well, he certainly was a fine

player, and seldommissed a hazard or canon that

presented itself. In the first two or three games

I stood no chance with him ; but as soon as I

came to understand his style of play, I abandoned

what is called the "
open game, and played to

leave the balls under and about the cushion . As

soon as I did this his game was over, and I beat

him easily. Canons that he missed by the re

gular full stroke I accomplished by dividing both

balls, till at last he was constrained to confess
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that, much as he loved the old style, he was

beaten by the new .

The finest and most graceful amateur player I
*

ever knew was a gentleman called " Chad,

which I suspect to have been a nom de plume.

He was so accomplished in the matter of the

side stroke and strength of table, that he could

divide both balls so as to leave the object ball

pretty nearly in the same place, after reverbera

tion from the cushion , for many strokes in suc

cession . For instance, I have seen him score

forty -two winning hazards from a red ball lying

over the middle pocket — always bringing it back

from the top cushion to about the place it origi

nally occupied. The same kind of stroke he was

able to make with nearly equal certainty when

the losing hazard occurred in an end top pocket.

I notice these cases simply to show how much

maybe acquired by a good eye, a steady hand,

and long practice.

WhatIhave said and shown in this chapter

will be found highly useful as practice for either

of the canon games . The winning canon games

are seldom played now -a -days, as they do not

present the variety observed in the regular Eng

lish game. As, however, it will be expected of

me that I should notice the principal games

played on the billiard table, I subjoin the

RULES FOR THE WINNING HAZARD AND

CARAMBOLE GAME .

1. This game consists entirely of winning

hazards and canons : foul strokes, misses, & c.,

counting the same as in the English game.
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2. It is usually played twenty -one up , and the

players string for lead .

3. The red ball is spotted on the winning spot

and the non -player's ball on the spot in baulk.

Whenever a white ball is pocketed, it is placed

on the baulk spot, so as always to leave a canon

to be played for.

4. The points scored are — two for a canon ;

two for a white winning hazard ; three for a red

winning hazard ; four for a white hazard and

canon ; five for a red hazard and canon ; seven

for a red and white hazard and canon . If the

striker holes his own ball, he forfeits the num

ber of points equivalent to the stroke.

5. If the striker play with the wrong ball, and

his adversary does notdiscover it before a second

stroke is made, he reckons all he scores, and re

tains the ball. If, however, the change be dis

covered before a second stroke be made, the

striker forfeits all points he may have made by

the stroke, and his adversary goes on with which

ball he chooses .

The other rules are the same as those for the

English game.
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CHAPTER IX .

CRAMP STROKES AND CRAMP GAMES.

I DARE say many of my readers have noticed

occasionally the various feats of dexterity per

formed by old handlers of the billiard cue.

These strokes, though not often brought into

play, are, in many cases, highly useful in recover

ing an apparently lost game. An instance

occurs to me in which young Blomfield , an ex

cellent player, and son of the late Bishop of Lon

don , made a cramp stroke of such surpassing

brilliancy that it brought the balls into play, and

enabled him to recover his position, in a game

apparently irretrievably gone. Another such a

case occurred in my own play, at Brighton, a

few years since. I was engaged in a difficult

match with a very careful player, who has since

proved himself as dexterous with the sword as

he formerly was with the cue, and has proved his

prowess in many a brilliant sortie and repulse

against the Muscovites before Sebastopol. The

stroke I speak of is that delineated in the upper

left hand corner (1) of Fig. 30. The object ball,

the red, lay close against the top cushion, with

my own ball nearly touching it, and the white

ball hugging the side cushion near the pocket.

In this position I was enabled to make an eight

stroke, and afterwards a canon from the whiteto

the red on the spot, which break gave me, with

the subsequent strokes, such command of the
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2

Fig. 30. - Cramp Strokes.

game, as carried my score beyond my opponent's,

and eventually secured me the game. Now, in
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a position like this, the more usual stroke would

be the simple canon ; but, by a decided push a

little on the right side of my ball, I forced the

red into the corner pocket, made the canon, and

then followed into the pocket withmy own ball

-three for the red winning hazard, two for the

canon, and three for the losing hazard , off the red .

I am not aware that the stroke has ever been no

ticed before — certainly not in print ; but I have

since found it very serviceable. It is very easy of

accomplish
ment, if you place the point ofyourcue

close againstyour ball, at about the place marked

by a dot in the figure, and push itforward, gently

but decidedly, and without allowing your cue to

leave the ball till the stroke is made. The object

ball, thus impelled, makes a series of slow revolu

tions to the pocket ; your own ball follows to the

canon, and the kiss gives you the losing hazard .

This position often occurs. If, as in a game of

pool, it is your intention to pocket only the

object ball, you must slightly divide it, which

will give your own ball atendency to run tothe

right instead of the left. The same kind of

pushing stroke made on the left side will, of

course, give you the losing hazard. You must

be careful, however, not to touch the cushion

with the point of your cue, or the stroke will be

foul. I have shown this stroke to a great many

players, and they all acknowledg
e it to be a

capital one, as it may be made in any corner ,

and at almost any distance from the pocket. In

the game of pyramids a stroke like this is of

immense advantage sometimes, as not only can

I
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you make the winning hazard , but leave your own

ball safe as well.

The next stroke (2) in Fig. 30 shows how ad

vantage may be taken of a common situation .

Instead of the ordinary winning hazard in the

corner, the player stands a littleto the left of his

ball, and, putting on a slight high side, strikes

the object ball full in the corner, runs down to

the bottom of the table, in either of the angles

marked, and makes the canon. With a ball

lying a little lower down than the one over the

middle pocket in the diagram , a nine or ten

stroke may be made according as the white or

the red ball is placed next the striker's ball. In

this stroke the striker's and the object ball

should lie close to each other, but not touch. A

ten stroke may also be made with the red ball

lying over the centre, and the white over the end

pocket: the striker's ball in hand. To pocket

the red , make the canon , and hole the white, is

easy enough ; but to follow in after the white

ball requires an extreme high stroke ; on the

right of the striker's ball, if the object balls lie

on the left cushion , and vice versa .

The stroke marked 3 in Fig. 32 is compara

tively useless, and is introduced simply to show

what may be done by a clever player. Here it is

the object of the striker to play on the distant

ball without touching the centre ball. This may

be accomplished either by the stroke called the

in which
you liftor jump your own ball over

the centre ball, or by making your own ball as

sume a parabolic curve to the object without

dip,
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touching the centre ball. To make the dip you

must strike your ball about three -fourths in the

centre, your cue being raised. so as to command

the upper surface of the ball. For this purpose

you must raise the rest hand on to the tops of

the fingers and strike perpendicularly down on

to the ball with a sharp and sudden impetus

which, by the way,
is very likely to tear the cloth

and cost you a guinea. The striker's ball then

rises from the table with a reversed action, and

passes over the centre ball on to the end one.

Or the same effect may be produced by an extra

ordinary fine slow side stroke, as shown n the

engraving. Mr. Goode, of Ludgate Hill, tells

a story of one Jabez Hare, who attained such a

degree of certainty with this kind of dipping or

jumping stroke, that he could make his ball fly

from one corner ofthe tableto another and lodge

it in a pocket without touching a ball that was

placed directly in front of the pocket ! and I

have heard of another player whois said to have

been able to canon upon a ball placed on a

second table five feet off the one from which he

played ! I have seen some wonderful things done

on a billiard table ; but I do not stake my repu

tation on the truth of these anecdotes .

In Fig . 31 , I have shown a very common ex

periment — that of striking a ball without touch

ing the intermediate one, all the balls lying near

to or touching the cushion. The ball (A ) at the

bottom of the table is the striker's, and the next

we will suppose to be the red. To strike the

ball 1 without touching the red you must hold
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FIG. 31.-Cramp Strokes.

the cue nearly perpendicularly and strike your

own ball right on the top, aiming half an inch
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from the red ; to strike 2, the same kind of

stroke is made, aiming two inches from the red ;

for 3 , you must aim three inches ; and for the

stroke on the ball marked 4 you must take aim

at least four. inches from the red . In each of

these strokes the distance to be travelled by your

own ball must be carefully measured, as upon

the curve assumed depends it success . Striking

the ball on the top has the effect of altering its

running axis, and, in fact, making a screw by

striking a high ball instead of a low one ; hence

the curve, which is equivalent to the extreme

side, or to the return stroke when the ball is

struck much below its centre.

In the stroke marked B in the same figure we

have a forcible exemplification of the effect of

the side stroke. I have seen my friend, the Earl

Y - place a hat or the pool-basket against

the centre pocket, with a ballat a little distance

on either side of it, and make a canon from one

ball to the other. Ofcourse the putting the hat

or the pool-basket on the table is all bosh ; but

the making the canon , inthe curve shown, is a

fine stroke. When first I saw it I was rather

puzzled, but, on examination, I found it easy

enough. Suppose the balls placed as in the

figure and a to be the striker's ball ; to produce

this canon you must play a rather low right

hand side stroke and atthe same moment divide

the object ball by about one -third its circum

ference. The two balls then slightly kiss, and

in its passage from the cushion the striker's ball

assumes curve enough to pass round the hat or

1.2
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basket and canon on the other ball. It makes

no difference which ball you play at first, so that

you reverse the position of the strike ball. This

is a good betting stroke, and any ordinary player

may attain it easily by an hour's steady practice

now I have told him the secret . Both this and

the next stroke in the diagram depend on the

kiss from the cushion.

To canon when both balls touch the cushion

(C, Fig. 31) requires a fine side stroke. Suppose

b your own ball, c the red, and you wish to

canon on 1 ; you must strike 6 high on the left,

dividing the red three - quarters to the right ; to

canon on 2 , the same stroke rather stronger ; and

on 3 , you must strike b a little nearer the centre .

Allthese canons are made by a kiss from the

cushion Striking your own ball on the left

keeps it close to, or rather makes it drag , the

cushion .

All these cramp strokes are useful to know ,

though I should not advise any young player to at

tempt them in a match without there is fair warrant

for their use and a degree of certainty in their

execution. Many others might be given, but

these will suffice. Indeed, there is scarcely a

marker in any room in town or country who will

not show you half a dozen or more of these

cramp strokes for a glass of brandy and water or

a few cigars. The few I have adduced may

broughtusefully into practice, however, and may

be considered almost legitimate strokes. Cramp

strokes, like Mr. Dickens's style and Mr. Punch's

way of beating his wife, are mere tricks of the

be
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hand, and have no more to do with the real

game of billiards than the eccentricities of the

puppet and the novelist have with genuine

humour and pathos.

Let me now say a few words about

CRAMP GAMES .

Most of these games are played sixteen up ;

but they may, of course, consistof any number

agreed on. The rules are the same as in the

English Hazard and Canon Game. The most

common of the cramp games is

1. One Pocket to Five. In this game one

player selects a single pocket, giving the other five

to his antagonist. The rules are the same as in

the English game, except that a hazard in the

opponent's pocket scores against the striker. The

art is to keepyour ball in play in your own por

tion of the table ; and as all canons count, the

odds given, where the players are of equal

strength, are about, I consider, fifteen in fifty.

Mr. Kentfield (Jonathan) is very fond of this

game. I have frequently played it with him.

When an amateur plays à novice this is a good

game for practice.

2. The Go-back Game. In this all the canons

and hazards score, as in the English game. It

is usually played sixteen or twenty -oneup. The

principle of the game is this: the superior player

must score the game off the balls, or at some in

terval of his adversary's score,as for every
hazard

the latter makes the go- back - player loses the.
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pointshe has already gained and goes back to

nil. The odds between even players are about

three to one against the go -back ball; but with

a good player against an inferior, the chances are

about equal. It is a lively game.

3. The Commanding Game. — This is seldom

played now -a-days, except where a first -rate

player engages a novice. Instead of the player

choosing his own stroke his adversary chooses

for him — the rules being the same as in the Eng

lish game, with these exceptions : 1. If the

striker playat a different ball from that com

manded, he loses a point, and the ball is replaced.

2. If the striker miss the ball commanded and

strike the other, he loses one for the miss, and

the balls must be replaced. 3. No hazard or

canon scores unless the ball commanded be first

struck . 4. If the balls touch, the striker can

score notwithstanding.

4. The Nomination Game. This is the regular

English game ; but each player must name his

stroke before making it. If hemakeany hazard

or canon not named , that stroke scores against

him . But if he name a stroke and make it, he

is entitled to count all the points arising from it ;

for instance , if he name a losing hazard offthe

red, and with the same stroke pocket the red as

well, he scores six : if he name a canon and make

it, and afterwards run into a pocket, he counts

all the points made. It is a slow and uninterest

ing game.

5. The Doublet Game is played entirely by

doublets from the cushion . It is usually played
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sixteen up by equal players. All canons and

hazards made without first making the doublet,

score against the striker. The Bricole Game is

similar to this, except that the cushion, and not

the ball, is first struck .

6. Side agninst Side. In this game one player

takes the right hand cushion and three pockets,

and the other the left. Canons in the centre of

the table and from either cushion count ; but all

winning and losing hazards made in your oppo

nent's pockets score against you. It is an equal

game, the points being scored as in the English

game.

7. Winning Hazards against all Hazards and

Canons. — Among even players the odds are

about two to one.

8. Canons against Hazardsand Canons.

9. Two Pockets to Four. - Between equal

players the odds are about ten in fifty .

io . Choice of Balls . — This game is usually

played by an inferior against a good player , the

former choosing his ball each time he strikes,

and scoring all he makes against the latter's

winning and losing hazards.

11. Hazards. At this gameany number of

players may engage. The striker plays upon

any ball on the table, and receives a stake rom

the player whose ball he pockets, playing after

the nearest ball. A good game for

young ladies and gentlemen in a countryhouse.

12. The Limited Game is played with a line

drawn down the middle of the table, beyond

which neither player can pass without forfeit.

wards upon
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one .

With scientific players this is an interesting

game; with inferior players it is merely a funny

It is very seldom played.

13. The Stop Game. — In this game the

striker's ball must never touch the cushion , ex

cept under the penalty of losing one point.

Losing hazards count even if they touch the edge

of the cushion in going into thepocket. It isa

game for good players.

Here, then, are a round baker's dozen of what

are called Cramp Games. There are several

others; but they are very childish and uninterest

ing, and, therefore, not worth knowing . In my

next chapter I shall speak of several foreign

games.
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CHAPTER X.

FOREIGN G A MES.

ALTHOUGH the English is confessedly the best

and most scientific game on the billiard table,

many of the foreign games present considerable

amusement and variety ; and, as it is but right

that I should leave nothing connected with bil

liards untouched or unnoticed, I shall devote this

chapter to those foreign games most commonly

played .

The French or Carambole Game. In Paris

and
many continental cities the game of billiards

is commonly played on a small table without

pockets ; canons, therefore, are the only strokes

that can be made. What is , however, known as

French billiards is played on the usual table, and

consists of canons and winning. hazards. The

most fashionable and scientific mode of playing

this game in France is that in which the hazards

count against the player, and the score is made

entirely by doubletcanons . This game is seldom

played in England ; but I have seen and joined

in itin almost every city of France and Germany.

In fact, whenever Frenchmen meet, it is the

game par excellence.

The simple Canon Game, as played in England,

consists either

Of canons only, in which both winning and

losing hazards score against the player ;
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Ofcanons and winning hazards, losing hazards

counting againt the player ; or,

Of canons and losing hazards, winning hazards

counting againt the player.

The game is usually played twenty -one up ;

and the points are taken as in the English game

--two for a canon or white hazard, and three for

a red hazard ; one for a miss, and three for a

coup.

The variations are

1. On commencing the game the red is placed

on the winning spot, andthe non -striker's ball

on the baulk spot; whenever the latter is holed

it is again placed on the spot as before, so that

there are always two balls to play at.

2. The baulk is considered, in the American

game, to be anywhere within the baulk line, with

out reference to the semicircle.

3. If, after making a canon , the white ball

is pocketed and the red ball is left within the

baulk line, the red is again placed on the spot.

4. The player, being in hand, must play at

the red first.

Of course, the great art in this game lies in

the facility with which the player can make

canons. It is not an uncommonthing for a good

player to stake hís canons against the canons and

hazards of an indifferent one, or his canons

against the other's hazards, and so on. Here the

player's knowledge of the angles of the table comes

into advantageous operation, and the division

of both balls shows it superiority over the ordi
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nary mode of play. To illustrate my remarks

let me ask you tolook at the following diagram ,

in which , without both balls were divided, the

canon would be nearly impossible. In the first

case, suppose a to be the striker's ball, and he

wishes to make the canon . To play full upon

the object ball and run through it would almost

inevitably lead to a kiss and spoil the stroke, and

most probably leave a canon for his opponent.

Instead of that, he plays an extremely fine stroke

upon the object ball,and the left side he put on

his own ball carries it onwards to the cushion in

the direction of the first dotted line. On meet

ing the cushion the side takes full effect and

brings his ball acutely down to thecanon . Now

this stroke may be accomplished by playing

round the table, but is very uncertain. In the

next case, suppose 6 to be the striker's ball ; he

puts on a narrow right side stroke, merelygrazes

The object ball, and comes down, according to

the strength, and canons upon either 1, 1*, 2 ,

3 , or 4, or any ball lying within that line ofre

flexion . You see how important, then , is a

knowledge of this plan of dividing both balls. I

have known players who could make these

canons with a walking-stick ; and I recollect

seeing a one- armed man in France who could

throw the ball from his hand with such certainty

as to be able to play the canon game against

ordinary players who scored all the canons and

hazards with the cue. So much for knowledge

and practice.

Let us now pass to

K
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4 ( 1)

FIG. 32.- Canonsby dividing both Balls.

The Skittle Game (Kugel-partie).— I am doubt

ful whether this game is originally a Spanish or
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a German one. It is played with three balls and

five wooden pins or skittles ; sometimes nine

pins are used. The skittles are placed in the

centre of the table between the two middle

pockets, forming a diamond with the point to

the baulk , in the manner shown in Fig. 33 .

The red ball is placed on the spot ; the players

string for choice of balls and lead ; and the

usual rules common to the English game are

observed .

The
game is then played thus :

The points played are usually thirty-one up,

and are scored by winning and losing hazards,

canons, and knocking down the skittles.

The player whose turn it is to start plays at

the red ball from baulk, and endeavours to knock

down a pin with the same stroke. If he knock

down a pin withoutfirst striking a ball, he loses

a point, and the pin is replaced. The other

player goes on as soon as the first has done

scoring

The points are thus reckoned :

If the player, after striking a ball, knock down

a pin , he gains two points; if he knock down

two pins, he scores four — and so on, two for

each pin . If heknock down the whole ofthe

pins at one stroke, he wins the game. If he

pocket the red ball, he scores three, and two for

each pin knocked down ; if he pocket the white

ball, he scores two, and two foreach pin down .

If he strike a ball, and then knock down the

middle pin, he scores five, and two for each of

the other pins knocked down .
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FIG . 33.- The Table arranged for the Skittle Game.

Losing hazards count against the player in the

same proportion.

The American or Four Ball Game has already

been noticed .
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Pool and Pyramids, though games of foreign

origin, can scarcely now be called foreign games.

I shall notice them , therefore, in anotherchapter.

The Sausage Game (Wurst-partie ).-- This is

game of German origin, and is played with fif

teen coloured balls, twelve of which are placed in

two rows, the players taking each a ball, white

and spot-white. The striker breaks the balls,

and his object is to place two balls in each pocket,

and two only. The game is usually played sixty

four up, and is scored by counting two for each

ball placed in the corner pocket, and eight for

each ball holed in the centre pockets. Losing

hazards count against the player. Thereis great

variety in this game towards the end, as it is the

object of the player, when he cannot score him

self, so to place the ball as to render it difficult

for his adversary to hole it.

The German Pyramid Game ( Pyramiden - par

tie).— This game is played with twenty-one balls.

The balls are placed on the table as inour pyra

mid , with the point towards the baulk . After

the first stroke the player may play with any
ball

It is a sort of solitaire for each

player in turn . Three balls must be placed in

each pocket at the pleasure of the adversary.

Losing hazards count against the player. The

balls count twoeach, and a price is set on each

ball. When all the balls are pocketed at one

break, double stakes are claimed . It may be

played any number up .

Handicap Sweepstakes.This game, which can

scarcely becalleda foreign one, is played in the

at any ball.

K 2
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same way as the English, with three balls, the

red spotted, and the white played from baulk .

Any number of players can join in it, each player

being handicapped according to his strength of

play. Thus, one may have fifty to score ; ano

ther, forty - five ; a third, forty ; a fourth, thirty,

and so on .
The players string for the start, and

when the first has done scoring, the second goes

on ; the third follows, and the rest in rotation.

The player who first makes up his number wins

the stakes — usually sixpence or a shilling each

out of which the charge for the table is taken.

In case of the player making a miss it has been

usual to add one to each of the others' scores ;

but in Jonathan's rooms in Brighton, where the

game is very often played, one point is taken

from the score of theplayer, and the others reap

no advantage. This is evidently the fairest mode

of reckoning the points. The same also with

coups. This is a very amusing and speculative

game for a number of players; it is easier, too,

than pool, as the best players, if the handicap has

been well made, have no advantage over the worst.

The Four Match is the English game played

by two pairs of partners. Each player is allowed

to advise his partner, and no player can be put

out till he has made a stroke . Two commence

the game, and at every winning or losing hazard

the opponent goes out and the other player pro

ceedswith the game. Two misses without a

stroke between also put the player out. The

game is usually played sixty -three up, and the

rules for the English game are observed .
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The Game à la Royale is played by three

players, with the same rales, as regards hazards,

canons, and misses, as in the English game.

Each player keeps to his own score, and he who

first makes up his allotted number of points re

ceives stakes of the other two. All forfeits from

misses, coups, &c. , score to each of the other

players. The players string for lead ; two go

in, and the third plays with the ball left by the

first, each one taking his turn to strike on the

other ceasing to score.

Caroline or Carline.- This is a Russian game,

played with five balls. There are many ways of

playing it ; but the following is the most com

mon, at least in England :

The red ball is placed on the winning spot, a

blue ball on the spot in baulk, and a yellow or

brown ball on the centre. This centre ball is

called the carline. The players take a white

and a spot-white ball, and string for lead. The

game is usually played sixty -one up, and the

points are scored in the following manner :

For every canon, two; and for every canon after

the first, two .

For a white winning hazard in any pocket,

two.

For a red winning hazard in any pocket,

three.

For a blue winning hazard in any pocket, four.

The carline ball can be held in either of the

centre pockets only, in which it counts six .

Thegame thus consists entirely of winning

hazards , canons, and forfeits.
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If the yellow or carline ball be lodged in any

other than a middle pocket, it loses in the same

proportion as it would have gained.

All losing hazards forfeit in the same propor

tion as they would have gained. Thus, in a single

stroke the player may lose twenty-three, sup

posing he had pocketed the carline (six), made a

canon (two), pocketed the red (three), made a

canon to the blue and pocketed it (six) , and then

run into a pocket himself (forfeiting six, as he

struck the carline first). This is, however, a

most unlikely stroke .

At the start each player strikes the red ball ;

if no hazard or canon be made by the first

player, the other goes on and plays at the red

wherever it has stopped.

Knocking a balloff the table scores the same

if it were pocketed — the white, two ; the red,

three ; the blue, four ; the carline, six ; but if

the striker's ball be forced over the table , he loses

in the same proportion. The game is played

from the baulk line, not the semicircle.

When the striker's ball is in hand, after the

first stroke, he can play at any ball in baulk .

The striker's ball touching another does not

prevent him from scoring.

This game may be considerably varied accord

ing to the pleasure of theplayers. For instance :

losing may be substituted for winning hazards ;

canons may be made before or after the winning

hazards; the canon may be reckoned as two,

three, four, or six , according to the ball first

played on ; not following the stroke after making
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a canon ; barring any of, or all, the canons, &c.;

but in what way soever it is played, it is a good

and amusing gamefor young players, and pro

vides capital practice for winning hazards and

canons.

1
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CHAPTER XI.

PYRAMID POOL.

In many of the clubs and public rooms pyra

mids has almost superseded the regular winning

and losing games. As an exhibition of manual

dexterity thegame is decidedly inferior ; but in

the various chances it affords for the making of

wagers, it is superior to the English game. This

last matter, however, is of slight consequence, as

gambling has really nothing to do with billiards

per se .

Pyramids consists entirely of winning hazards,

and therefore presents less variety than in a

game where both hazards and canons score . It

is essentially a betting game, and is always

played for a stake upon each ball, besides the

stake on the pool. Indeed, I can scarcely con

ceive a couple of players engaging in a pyramid

without a stake on the balls ; such a gamewould

be " flat, stale, and unprofitable ; " though no

thing is more common than to see the English

game played merely for the tables — an undoubted

evidence, I think, of its decided superiority over

all other games on the billiard table.

The game of pyramids is probably of German

origin, being a simple modification of the pyra

miden partie. It is usually played, in this

conntry, with fifteen coloured balls and a white

one, thougha greater or lesser number of balls

may be employed, according to the rules of the
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room or the pleasure of the players. When an

even number of balls forms the pyramid, the last

ball counts two ; when an odd number, one.

The balls are arranged on the table in the form

of a pyramid, or triangle, with the apex towards

the player, in the manner shown in Fig. 34 — the

single ballor point being placed onthewinningspot.

The whole art of thisgame consists in pocket

ing the coloured balls, andthe player who succeeds

inholing the greatest number, wins.

After decidingas to the lead, the player strikes

his ball from baulk at the mass on the table . If

he succeeds inpocketing a ball, he proceeds to

strike at any other ball he chooses fromthe place

where the white ball stops. On his failing to

pocket a ball, the other player goes on from the

place of the white ball ; and so the game pro

ceeds till all the balls are pocketed.

If the player pocket his own ball he loses a

point, a ball is replaced on the winning spot, and

the striker's ball is played from baulk .

If the player pocketone or more coloured balls,

and with the same stroke holes his own ball, the

coloured balls are replaced and the next player

goes on from baulk, the former striker losing a

point.

The coloured ball, when replaced, must be put

on the winning spot ; , and if that be full it must

be placed on the winning and losing spot ; if

that also is so occupied that the ball cannot be

placed there without touching another ball, the

centre spot must be used, and in failure of that,

the baulk spot.
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FIG. 34.– Balls arranged for a Pyramid .

In pocketing his own as well as a coloured ball,

two balls must be put on the table, one for the
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coloured ball holed and the other for the point

forfeited ; and so of any number of balls pocketed

by the same stroke.

If the player make a losing hazard, before he

has takena ball, he is technically said to owe one ;

and the first ball he takes is placed on the spot

open . If the game is finished before he is

enabled to pay the ball owing, he must pay the

winner for a ball extra : thus it is possible to win

bysixteen or more balls.

If the player make a miss he' forfeits one

point, anda coloured ball is placed on the table.

Cases will occur in which it is doubtful whether

the stroke can be reckoned a miss or merely foul.

The marker or some disinterested third party must

decide.

If the striker make a foul stroke he cannot

score, and the next player proceeds from the

place where the white or striker's ball stops.

Foul strokes are made in either of the following

ways :—If, in making a stroke, the player touches

any other ball with his cue hand, or person ; if,

in taking aim , he moves his own or another ball

by ever so little, with either cue or person ; if,

after making his stroke, he touch oneof the co

loured balls ; if, in a pushing or other stroke, he

touches the striking ball more than once. In

these cases the striker's ball is replaced as nearly

as may be, and the player makes a stroke, but he

is not allowed to score .

It has been usual to forfeit a point for a foul

stroke ; but the more common and equitable plan

is not to allow the player to score.

the almost universal rule .

This is now

I
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If the player by a fair stroke force one or more

of the coloured balls off the table, such balls

score just as if they had been pocketed .

If the white or player's ball be struck off the

table, one point is forfeited and a ball is spotted.

Both players use the same striking ball, ex

cept where only two balls are left on the table.

In that case, theplayer who made the last hazard

plays with the white, and his adversary with the

coloured ball.

When two balls only remain on the table, the

player who holes his own ball or makes a miss

loses the game.

These are the principal rules necessary to re

member. For any others you must refer to the

marker — cases occasionally arising for which it is

impossible to provide rules beforehand.

This game is usually played by two persons,

though it may be arranged for any number of

players. As a game of four it isusually played

by partners, each of whom is allowed to give

advice to the other. With three or more players

it is an amusing game when the stakes are small.

I recollect, while on a visit at the seat of Lord

in Suffolk , we used to play at a capital

game, in which ladies and gentlemen commonly

joined. The plan was this - The players strung

for choice of lead (or otherwise decided on the

order of their play), and the first player broke

the mass of balls — the rest playing in succession

till the table was cleared ; the last ball counting

one. The player who obtained the largest num

ber of balls won the game, and received from

>
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each of the other playersa penny for every

point less than his own . When it happened that

two or more players obtained the same number of

balls, it was decided that he who obtained the

first four (or five, six, &c. , according to the num

ber of balls forming the pyramid ) won
the

game,

and received stakes from those below him ; those

having the same number as the winner of course

saving their stakes.

Let me now endeavour to improve my text, as

the old divines have it. The game, my dear

young friends, is Pyramid Pool. Now, my ad

vice to all young players, when invited by

strangers in a public room to “ just play a little

pool for sixpence a ball or so," is to avoid it.

For these reasons : imprimis; pyramids is essen

tially a sharper's game. These gentlemen sports

men make it their special study, and never lose an

opportunity of “ picking up" any young pigeon

who, with more money than wit, thinks he can

play a " decentish winning hazard ." These pro

fessional thieves (I cannot dignify them by the

term players) practise daily ; and to such perfec

tion have some of them arrived that they can

place the playing ball safe under the cushion after

almost every successful stroke. As the game is

seldom played in a public room for less than six

pence or shilling a ball, with eighteenpence or

half -a -crown for the pool, it is possible — and, in

deed, very likely — for the tyro to lose eight or

ten shillings in a single game. Nor is this all;

the sharping gentry have a clever knack of bet

ting or taking odds on the game ; and while ap
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parently offering a fair wager, contrive to fleece

the gentleman player who is unfortunate enough

to be caught in their traps. I recollect an in

stance in point. A certain Mr. Wido was play

ing a game of pyramids with a friend of mine at

Hunt's rooms,in the Strand. The game was

merely for sixpence a ball and shilling pool; and

the score standing at nine to two in favour ofmy

friend, it was consequently lost to Mr. Wido.

There were four balls left on the table ; when

says Wido, “ I will bet half a sovereign on each

of these balls.” My friend, flushed with sucess,

took the bet, and the game proceeded thus :

Wido played in an extremely cautious manner till

there was a hazard left, which he made immedi

ately, winning the first half sovereign. Instead ,

however, of going on with the next stroke, he gave

a miss close under the most distant cushion,

and the ball just taken was replaced on the spot.

My friend was thus under the necessity of play

ing hard at the ball in order to be certain of

striking — a plan that could not be otherwise than

favourable to his adversary. As soon as another

easy hazard would present itself, Wido would not

fail to make it, and then give a miss. In this

way, alternately taking a ball and giving a miss,

the game went on forabout half an hour — every

such manæuvre winning Wido half a sovereign,

minus sixpence for the ball missed , tillmy friend

threw up the game in disgust, with the loss of

nearly five pounds and the empty honour of win

ning the game. He has been more cautious since

then of betting with a professional sharp !
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This little anecdote is strictly true, and may

perhaps act as a caution to gentlemen players in

public rooms. Of course it sometimes happens

that the sharp gets taken in ; but the instances,

like angels' visits, are few and far between .

There is a way, however, that altogether defeats

the machinations of these gentry, even when you

are unfortunate enough to play a match with one

of them. It is a golden rule , and worth remem

bering ; it is, moreover, easy to remember, as it

consists of two words only - Don'T BET !

In pyramids the chief point to be observed is

safety ; the most brilliant hazards are useless

without it. Endeavour always to play your ball

with such strength as to bring it under the

cushion after the stroke is made . There are

many exceptions to this rule, however — as when

a succession of hazards may be readily accom

plished , or when a favourable break occurs after

the first hazard. I have often seen six, eight,

ten, and even twelve balls taken in a single break ,

though three or four hazards at a breakis usually

considered very good play. Pyramids is a game

that requires constant practice, strict attention,

and good nerves. Like all games, indeed , of

mingledskill and chance, the player nevergets on

well without he can keep his temper. There is

another game sometimes played, called the losing

pyramid . In this the player makes losing ha

zards only : and, whenever his ball is pocketed,

he has the privilege of removing from the table

any ball he chooses.

To such perfection have some attained in this

L 2
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game, that it is not at all a rare occurrence to see

a player clear the table at a single break . I have

done so myself several times, and I have seen a

gentleman called Patterson (a dentist in Fleet

Street, who, by the way, is far more clever with

the forceps than he is with the billiard cue) per

form thesame feat three times in the course of a

single evening's play. Pyramids is avery favourite

game with some players ; and it is not an un

common thing for a man to arrive at a high de

gree of skill in winning hazards, to the almost

total neglect of the regular losing hazards and

canons of the English game. This has been the

case with more than a dozen fine players I could

mention . I fear, however, that it is the tempta

tion of the half -crown lives and ten -shilling pools

that has led them from the better game. I used

to play with a gentleman a few years since who

was good at winning hazards, and nothing else.

In London he won almost invariably at pyramids.

Business or pleasure took him to Paris,where the

rooks plucked him till he had scarcely a feather

to fly with. Again I say, beware of a good player

at pyramids. But for fear of the law of libel, I

could name a score of so -called “ gentlemen play

ers," who frequent the public rooms of the Strand

and Fleet Street, withwhom it would be dange

rous to come in contact at pyramids, thoughat

the English game they are harmless enough.

Old Cornelius (who was once a fine player him

self, and had a son extremelyclever) tells me that

he has seen a hundred pounds dropped at pyra

mids for every sovereign lost at the English game.
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My friend, Michael Angelo Titmarsh, who , as I

before hinted, knows a little about billiards as well

as other more useful things, quotes an Italian

proverb as a warning lesson to all novices at

pyramids : “ Tidarsi è bene, e non fidarse è meg

lio ” —which, being translated into familiar Eng

lish , tells us that “ Mistrust is the mother of

safety .” I am very fond of the game myself ;

but I really think my sponsor is right.
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CHAPTER XII.

POOL .

In clubs and public rooms pool is the most

generally played game. The other billiard games

are played by two or four persons only ; but pool

affordsamusement for a dozen . Consisting as it

does entirely of winning hazards, very little prac

tice will enable an amateur to play at it without

great risk . In point of variety it yields, how

ever, to the English game at billiards.

There are many ways of playing pool — as, for

instance, playingwith as manyballs as there are

players : playing with two balls only, each play

er striking with the ball last played at ; striking

the nearest ball ; striking the last player's ball ;

or playing at any ball on the table, as at pyra

mids ; but the game that is the most popular,

and, in fact, the only one that is practised in

England, is what is commonly known as Pool,

inwhich each player has a ball of a particular

colour, with which he plays upon the last striker,

or, when the latter is in hand,at the nearest ball.

Pool may be played by two or more persons.

It is occasionally played by twelve or fourteen ;

but a six or seven ool is considered the best

game. The colours of the balls are shown on a

marking board ; and at starting each player has

three lives. The game is usually played for a

small stake on each ball and a pool, to which

each player contributes. Eightpenny pool and

sixpenny lives is the game most usual in public
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Red plays upon..

rooms ; half-crown pool and shilling lives is most

common at the clubs — the charge for the table

being always taken out of the pool.

The marker or other person collects the pool

and gives out the balls from a basket or bag.

When each player is provided with a ball, the

white is placed on the spot, and the game pro

ceeds in the following order :

White.

Yellow Red.

Blue Yellow .

Brown Blue.

Black Brown.

White Black .

Spot white White.

Spot red Spot white .

Spot yellow , Spot red .

Spot blue Spot yellow.

Spot brown Spot blue .

Spot black Spot brown .

And so alternately, according to the number of

the players. I have given this list of the colours

and the order of playing as that most usually

observed . It is common for the marker to call

out to each player whoseturn it is to play

* Red (or any other colour, as the casemay be)

plays upon white, and yellow is your play, sir ;

but it is well to knowthe order of the balls for

yourself.

The player whose turn it is to play strikes at

the last player's ball, and endeavours to place it

in a pocket. If he succeeds in pocketing the

ball, he plays at the nearest ball, and goes on

till he fails in taking a ball, when the next player
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plays upon him — and so on throughout the

game. The last player left in claims the pool,

except where the last two players have an equal

number of lives, when the pool is divided between

them — technically known as a division .”

With this general explanation, we may go at

once to the most commonly observed

RULES FOR THE GAME OF POOL.

1. Each player has three lives at starting, and

plays in the order shown on the marking board .

2. The first player strikes from the baulk

semicircle at the white ball on the spot, and if

he does not succeed in holing it, the next player

strikes at his ball. If, after taking a life , there

be no other ball on the table, the striker spots

his ball, and the next player goes on.

3. The baulk is no protection , the striker

being allowed to play at any ball within the

baulk when that happens to be the ball next in

order of play.

4. Whenthe striker has succeeded in pocket

ing a ball, he plays at the ball nearest his own ;

but if the player's ball be in hand, he plays at the

ball nearest to the baulk spot.

5. When any doubt arises as to the nearest

ball, it is the marker's business to measure the

distance ; and his decision is final.

6. All dispntes to be settled by the marker,

or by the majority of the company. When the

distances are declared by the marker to be equal,

then the owners of the balls must draw lots as

to which striker shall play on.
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the price

7. The striker loses a life in any of the follow

ing ways :-If he misses the ball played at ;

or loses his own ball in a pocket ; or runs a

coup ; or forces his own ball over the table ; or

plays at or with the wrong ball ; or plays out of

his turn . In each of these cases he pays

of the life to the owner of the ball he playedat.

Exceptions.-The player does not lose a

life when he has been told by the marker (or

other person having charge of the game) to

play at a wrong ball; or when he takes a

wrong ball from a pocket by mistake for his

own ; or in any case where he is misled by the

marker, or any of the other players. In these

instances it is usual to allow the player to re

tain his life, but he cannot claim a life from

theball played on should he hole it .

8. The player gains a life for every ball he

pockets, claiming the stake of the owner of the

ball.

9. If after pocketing the ball played at,the

striker lose his own ball by running intoa pocket,

or forcing it off the table, he, and not theperson

played at, loses a life. In each case the ball

pocketed is played from the baulk when its turn

comes .

10. If the player force the ball he plays at

over the table, he gains a life ; but if he force

his own ball off, he loses a life .

11. The striker may
ball taken up

that is in the way of his arm or hand, or that

interferes with his playing a full fair stroke at

the right ball.

have any
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It has been usual to say that a ball is not

to be removed if the striker can hit any part

of the object ball. This is not now observed .

12. If the striker's ball be angled, he may

have any (or all) of the balls removed from the

table, to allow him to play bricole from the

cushion .

In some rooms the angled ball is allowed

to be moved out of the corner , when the

striker plays for safety, he being not allowed

to take a life. This appears to be a very fair

plan .

13. The first player who loses his three lives

has the privilege of purchasing what is called a

star, by paying into the pool the same sum as

his original stake. For this he receives lives

equal to the lowest number on the marking

board.

14. Only one star is allowed in a pool.

15. If the first person out refuse to star, the

next player out has the option ; and if he refuse,

the next player out, and so on . But if only two

players be left inthe pool without a star, no

purchase can be allowed.

16. Foul strokes . — If, in the act of striking,

the player touch any other ball than his own, he

makes a foul stroke, and cannot take a life ;

if, with such a stroke, he pocket a ball, the

owner of that ball does not lose a life, and the

ball is considered to be in hand till it is the

owner's turn to play.

It is usual in some rooms to replace the ball

so holed upon the spot from which it was
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struck . This I consider a bad plan, as it is

almost impossible to replace the ball exactly

in its former position.

If the striker touch his own or any other ball

with either cue or person , he makes a foul

stroke and cannot take a life.

17. No player has a right to touch any
ball

but his own after a miss . If, after a miss, the

ball be stopped or taken up before it has done

rolling, the owner of the ball may claim a life

from the person so stopping it.

The obvious fairness of this rule is seen at

once when only two players are left in the pool.

18. If, after a hazard, the striker should touch

or remove his own ball from the table, he cannot

claim a life, as his own ball might possibly have

run into a pocket.

It is common in some rooms to take up a

ball after a miss before it touches any other

ball. This is manifestly unfair, as it might

possibly reach the ball first played for.

19. If before a star two or more balls should

have been pocketed by one stroke, the owner of

the ball first struck (each player having one life)

may claim the star ; should he refuse, the other

two players may draw lots for the star.

20. Should the striker's ball stop on the place

from whieh another ball has been removed, it

must be allowed to remain , and the former ball

be played in its turn from the baulk .

This rule is subject to some variation. In

some rooms the ball is replaced on the spot

from which it was taken as soon as there

M
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be room for it . The former plan I consider

the best ; but Thurston and others prefer the

latter .

21. If the striker should have had his next

player's ball removed , and afterwards stop on

the spot it occupied, the latter may give a

miss from baulk without losing a life.

22. The last two players in a pool divide

whenever their lives be equal; the last player

who takes a life being entitled to a stroke .

23. If, when three players, each having one

life, remain in the pool,the striker makes a miss,

the other two divide without a stroke.

Here, again, it is evident that the rule is a

good one, as, if the next player could play

after a miss, a game might be sold byone

player for the advantage of another .

24. All disputes to be decided by the mark

er ; or if he be interested in the game either as a

player, by betting, & c ., the point in question

must be settled by the majority of the company.

These are the principal rules that need to be

remembered, though many others might have

been given ; nor is it necessary to give the rules

for the other pool games, as they are seldom or

never played in this country. Let me, however,

venture upon a little advice to amateurs wishful

to join in this game. In the first place, Don't

bet with strangers. Secondly, Always play for

safety, if therebe no probable hazardonthe ball

played at. Thirdly, Be careful to see where your

player is situated ; as, if he be in the ceutre of

the table, it would often be more judicious to lay
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yourself under the cushion than to attempt a diffi

cult stroke. Fourthly, Prudence divides more

pools than pluck, though pluck occasionally beats

prudence. Fifthly, In playing at a ball on the

spot be careful to use such strength as will leave

your ball a good distance from your player.

Sixthly, Always give your player a good wide

berth, if possible . Seventhly, But when your

player lies close under a cushion, then play boldly

at the object ball. Eighthly , Don't starone life

against two threes without the threes happen to

be worse players than yourself. Ninthly, lastly,

and most important of all - KEEP YOUR TEMPER.

Now, after these nine “ ly's," it won't be

necessary for me to say much more. Pool is a

game in which an indifferent player may join

without much risk, if the stakes be not very

high . I have known many amateurs to divide

with first -class men, and all by virtue of careful

play . If you leave yourself under or near the

cushion , the chances are greatly against your

losing a life, because your player, however skilful

hemay be, has to look to the safety of his own

ball, which he will not needlessly endanger for a

doubtful stroke. When the game is reduced to

two or three players, you need to bemore careful

than ever, as a single mistake may
lose you all

chance of the pool; but by prudence, I don't

mean timidity, any more than I would advocate

rashness under the name of bold strong play

hard hitting is not often necessary at pool-a

firm , even stroke, just hard enough to carry your

ball to the cushion after contact with the object
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ball, is the best and safest ; though sometimes it

is necessary to bring your ball back again to the

baulk after the stroke, in which case a little side,

judiciously put on , will be found highly useful.

But the side stroke need not be brought promi

nently forward in this game, though both it and

the screw are occasionally found very useful. In

some situations--as, for instance, when your own

ball lies in the midst of several others, and a

good break presents itself — boldness rather than

caution is desirable. Take notice also of the

style of play adopted by your antagonist, and

play accordingly. Fas est et ab hoste doceri.

In some of the clubs and public rooms it is

usual to play for very high stakes. Now ,

although I have frequently played at pound and

crown pool, I disapprove of high stakes as

rule, as, where the riskis great, that sociability

and good humour which constitute the heart

and soul of the game, is endangered, if not alto

gether destroyed. When billiards comes to be

played for money, and money only, the game is

a labour, and not a pleasure. Indeed , I am

very doubtful whether all the games on the bil

liard table would not be better played without a

penny
stake upon them . I have known young

men entirely ruined by billiards. But on this

and some other points I shall have something to

say in my next chapter ; when, remembering the

old proverb, Decies repetita placebit, I shall at

tempt a review of billiards as it is played in

England.

a
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CHAPTER XIII.

A RESUME OF THE FOREGOING CHAPTERS .

FREQUENTLY, during the passage of these desultory

papers through the press, have I been requested to

give my opinion onsuch and such a player's mode of

play; but I have steadily resisted the temptation to

become too personalin my remarks, preferring rather

to render assistance to the tyro than to provide the

player with matter for scandal or gossip. As I said

in my first chapter, my instructions are intended for

the amateur, not for the professor. It would have

been easy to have given a greater number of diagrams,

and to have swelled my remarks to twice or thrice

their length — to have rivalled , in fact, the books

written , years ago, by Messrs. White, Mardon, and

Kentfield ; but such a plan would neither have been

useful to those for whom I have written nor have met

the wishes of the conductors of the Journal in which

this treatise originally appeared. In taking leave

therefore, of my readers, 1 have only to touch upon

some few subjects already slightly adverted to, and

so close .

The following notanda will, it is hoped, be found

useful to all amateurs in billiards, and perhaps to not

a few players. Billiards, to be played well, must be

practised scientifically. It is ofno use knocking the

balls about without knowing “the reason why -a

child may soon be taught to do that ; and of as little

use is it to acquire facility in handling the cue, without

at the same time learning to make thedifferent strokes

that occur in every game with such strength and

judgment as will leave another stroke or a series of

strokes to follow . The main art of billiards consists,

not so much inthe making of any particularly difficult

strokes, as in playing with such a degree of strength

as will enable you to make a succession of strokes.

The break by which the amateur adds three or four to

M2
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his score grows, in the hands of the practised player,

into fifty or sixty, or even more ; andthis, too, not by

virtue of any very extraordinarily fine strokes,but sim

plyin consequence of the scientific knowledge that

enables him to keep a succession ofhazards and canons

on the table . To acquire this knowledge it is necessary

to practise with a marker or a goodplayer pretty fre

quently, to watch the effect of certain strokes, and to

apportion the strength of your play by the nature of

the cushion. An hour's practice witha good player

is, I honestly confess, worth all my teaching on paper;

the purpose of the latter being to give the amateur

that theoretical knowledge without which his practice

canlead but to imperfect results after all.

There are some hazards that cannot but occur in

every game. Take the losing hazard in the middle

pocket, for instance . It is very easy to make, and

may be made either by putting side on your own ball,

or by dividing the object ball. But it is not sufficient

to make the single hazard . You must learn so to

place your own ball in baulk as to make the hazard

easy, and at the same time to bring the object ball

back from the top cushion so as to leave another

hazard in the same or the opposite pocket . From a

situation of this kind a greatscore is often made by a

good player. If you wish to acquire facility in this or

any other stroke, you must practise it daily, till you

have conquered its difficulties and become acquainted

with the strength necessary in order to make it. The

strength of modern cushions does not materially vary,

so that when you have learned to make half a dozen

losing hazards on one table, you will not find it diffi

cult to repeat the experiment on another.

Of course, the position of the object ball must be

taken into consideration in attempting the losing

hazard in the middle pocket from baulk . If the

object ball lies rather below the lineof the pocket, then

the ordinary angle will be sufficient without side ;

half an inch above that will require a little side ; a

ball in a direct straight line from the pocket requires

a full, strong ball from the farther spot ; a quarter of
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an inch higher, and then strength and side will be

necessary ; half an inch, and then the losing hazard

cannot be made without screw . So that you see all

lies within the compass of an inch or two.
A ball a

.couple of inches above the centre line of the table will

be unsafe to play for the middle pockets, and the

losing hazard in the top pocket presents the most

favourable chances of scoring and makinga break.

Attention to these little things constitutes all the dif

ferencebetween aplayer and anamateur. I have seen

a good break made from a ball lying just over the

middle pocket, by a series of very slightly touched

hazards; so slight, indeed, as to move the object ball

only about half an inch with every successive stroke.

Indeed, when a losing hazard in the side or top

pockets presents itself, much judgment is required ;

if you play it too hard, you will bring the object ball

into the baulk and so lose the chance of another score ;

and if you play it too gently, you may perhaps miss

your hazard altogether and open the game for your

adversary. Mediotutissimusibis.

The place of the balls on the table after the stroke

is often as important to observe as the strokes them

selves. When two hazards lie equally open, it is not

good play always to make the easiest one first. A

singleglance will inform you in such cases which to

strike first, if you recollect that the true plan is to

bring the balls together after reverberation, so as to

leave another stroke. For example: Two hazards

present themselves for the centre pocket. Your ball

being in hand, you must play for the hazard that shall

bring the object ball back to the opposite cushion : so

thatnot only do you secure the losing hazard off the

other ball for the second stroke, but an easy canon is

left for the third, and so on, through a break of any

length. The true player is not content with simply

making the hazard or canon before him ; he often at

tempts a very difficult stroke, so as to bring the balls

intoplay, makes the break as long as he can without

danger, and then defends the game by playing for

safety when no further score is on the table.
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Again , how very often does the " spot stroke " occur

-the red on the spot and your ownball lyingbefore

it, so as to presenta nearly straight hazard inthe cor

ner pocket . No stroke is so easy as this, and yet how

few players take advantage of it. Just a little side

put onyour ball, with strength enough to carry the

red into the pocket, will give you the hazarrd in the

opposite corner, from a precisely similar position of

the two balls. I have seen fifteen or twenty win

ning hazards made from this break, the red ball being

lodged in one or other of the corner pockets, and then

spotted. The plan is to strike your ball with side and

strength enough to carry it a little way only beyond

the spot in a line with the pocket to be next played for;

that is the only difficulty. It is easy enough to make

the one winning hazard ; to make a succession of such

hazards requires judgment and nice play. There is

another but less certain plan of making this stroke,

which is by drawingbackyour ball witha slight screw ,

and playing always for one pocket. In somesituations

-as, for instance, when your opponent's ball is lying

under the cushion near to the pocket playedfor - it is

the preferable mode of playing the stroke ; but I like

the other best, both as being less dangerous you

happen to miss the hazard , and as being much more

easily accomplished ; for, should your ball chance to

lodge on the spot instead of behind it, the red ball

would have to be placed on the crntre spot, and your
break would be lost.

The red ballbeing on the spot, and your own lying

near tothe cushion in the corner, it is easy to make a

six strokethe losing hazard in the corner pocket and

the red in the middle ; but you must be careful, in

making this stroke, that you secure the losing hazard ,

as the red is almost certain to be left in the neighbour

hood of one of the middle pockets,when, if your op

ponent is at the baulk end of the table, he obtains the

break instead of you. This stroke should be as easy

as the corresponding hazard in baulk , and should never

be missed ; yet I find that the majority of players make

the baulk hazard, and double the object ball into or
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near the centre pocket, while they miss the top pocket

hazard. How isthis ? Why, simply beeause they play

the regular angle for the báulk stroke, and dividethe

object ball, while for the top pocket they put on side

where it is not wanted . AsI have often said, the side

stroke is highly useful in its proper place - and only

there. Why go through the back streets and alleys

when the straight road is the nearest and the safest ?

In making canons, too, 1 have noticed that most

amateurs play much too hard , or they put on side where

it is not wanted ; or they neglect to use the check (or

reverse) side in its proper place, or screw too much or

too little. All that isnecessary in order to make the

ordinary canons that presentthemselves in the English

game, is that your ball should reach and slightly pass

the second ball struck , by which style of play another

canon would most probably be left. It is always con

sidered better playto make the canon than thehazard

whenboth are equally easy , because it is less difficult

to calculate the place of the object ball from the

canon than the hazard ; besides which, your having to

play from baulk may altogether spoil a promising

break. On the other hand, situations often occur in

which the hazard would be better play than the canon ,

as the object ball would be thereby broughtnear to the

red, andso leave the chance of a good break. In fact,

it is extremely difficult to place the balls in such a

position as toleave neither a hazard nor acanon ; and,

in the majority of instances, a careful player will be

able to place the balls advantageously for the succeed

ing stroke.

In cases where close canon occurs, it is good play to

keep the two balls before your ownby a very slight

and easy stroke. I have seen Roberts, Kentfield,

“ OxfordJonathan ,” Stammers,GeorgeDavis,Hitchin,

Green , Tabley, Richards, andother professionalplayers,

nurse the balls with such skill andnicety of aim as to

make from a dozen totwenty consecutive canons, and

yet never leavemore than three or four inches between

any of the balls. On one occasion, particularly, I

recollect seeing a player drive the two balls right
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canons.

round the table by a succession of neatly executed

I afterwards tried the same kind of stroke

myself, and found it easy to place one ball before the

other in a series of short angles, so as to make an in

finite number of canons . A little practice will soon

show you the quantity of side and division necessary

in order to prevent the balls getting too wide apart;

and very useful such strokes are, I assure you, for

there is scarcely a game in which the balls do not fall

close together, so as to leave an easy slow canon. Be

certain , however, that you do make the canon , and not,

as I have seen some players, just reach up tothe balls

and there stop, as in that case you leavethe little one

for your opponent to nurse — à kind of thing by no

means pleasant if you happen to have any money at

stake on the game.

It is betteralways to play for some definite object

than to merely take the chances of the table . Luck

is a very pleasant thing, but science always beats it in

the long run . Hard hitting may force your ball into

some unexpected pocket ; but care and prudence, if

they do not accomplish the object intended by the

player, never,or very seldom ,endangertheir possessor's

game. But I would not encourage a timid style of

play, than which nothing is so fatal to success . The

true artist unites confidence to watchfulness.

In the losing hazards in the top corner pockets, from

baulk too, it is necessary sometimes to play with suffi

cientstrength either to bring the object ball down to the

bottom cushion and back again to the centre of the

table, or to leave another hazard in the top pocket.

It is difficult to say which is the best play, so much

pends on the position of your opponent's ball- sup

posing you to be playing with the red — and on the

average strength with which you are in the habit of

playing . It is a bad plan to vary your strength un

necessarily. Some strokes require a slow , others a

fast ball ; but, in the majority of cases, it is sufficient

to bring the object ball about half way down the

table after the losing hazard. One of the most mis

chievous consequences of an amateur teaching him
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self is the habit he gets into of playing too strongly.

What I should advise is, that every one who wishes

to become an adept at the game should take occasional

lessons of a good player. For this purpose, I may

conscientiously recommendMr. Richards, at the King's

Head, in Old Change, of the tables at which tavern

he has lately become proprietor - he is a civil fellow

and a good player ; “ Pat, ” at Goode's, on Ludgate

hill; Walter, the late marker at the Bell Tavern,

Fleet-street, who, though but a youth , is a remarkably

fine player; the marker at " The Shades,” Saville

House, Leicester-square; Mr. Gent, or his marker, at

his roomsin the Bay Tree, St. Swithin's-lane ; “ Dick,"

at Stebbings', Turnwheel-lane, Cannon-street ; the

marker at Wainwright's Rooms, Fore-street, Finsbury

pavement; Mr. Pullen , or his marker, 198, Fleet

street; the marker at Hunt's Rooms, in the Strand ;

“ George,” at the University Rooms, in the Strand ;

or, in fact, any marker youhappen to know to be a

good -natured, patient, and honest fellow . There is a

biliard -room in an unfashionable end of the town,

kept by a young man called Bradlaugh, who is a civil

fellow , over against the Saracen's Head Tavern, Ald

gate. Here you may see some very fine play occa

sionally, as well as capital pool andpyramids; as you

may also at Mrs. Page's, the Fountain , in the

Minories, the marker at which 'table is a very good

player, who understands and practises the side stroke

exceedingly well. Many other markers might be

mentioned , some at the east and others at the west

end of London ; but those I have named will be found

both good players and obliging men, in whose hands

you are at least safe from being robbed by bets and

If you want a quiet game, you mayfind very good

tables at Pullen's, Fleet-street ; Gardner's, the One Tun ,

St. Martin's-court, Ludgate-hill; Goode's, Ludgate

hill ; Stebbings', Cannon-street ; Pratt’s, in Regent

street; Marsh's, 251 , Strand ; Winsor's old rooms, 252,

Strand ; White's, Picket-street, Strand ; the Elephant

and Castle, corner of Walworth-road ; the Old Manor

cramp strokes.
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common.

House, Camberwell-road ; the Angel, at Stratford ; and

at Mr. Finglas's, in the Old Jewry. There is also very

good play occasionally at the Eagle Tavern , in the City

road, where two tables are placed in one of the best

billiard -rooms in London. The marker here (who,

I believe, rents the tables of Mr. Conquest) is a really

fine player, and a quiet, gentlemanly fellow in the

bargain. Out of town it would be difficult - outside

the walls of a country house — to say where the best

tables are to be found , good and bad ones being equally

In Brighton, however, Jonathan's rooms

bear the palm ; and in Manchester and Liverpool,

Roberts's rooms are the best frequented. It not

necessary to particularize other tables ; though, if any

of my readers should chance to visit Paris, a look into

the rooms about the Palais Royale and the Boulevart

des Italiennes will take a wrinkle or two out of their

eyes with regard to the canon game.

It is an axiom in billiards that all strokes are fair

that are made with the point of the cue ; some excep

tion must, however, be taken to this'rule. It is nota

fair stroke when the point of the cue passes the legiti

mate point of contact with the object ball ; it is not a

fair stroke when the point of the cue is pushed for

ward in such a wayas to touch the cushion or ball

beyond the object ball, &c.; but in all such cases ,

when they occur, the marker's decision must be con

sidered final, except where he is interested in the

game, when the opinion of the majority of the com

pany present mustbe taken .

In making the Jenny muchmore depends on the

placing of the striker's ball, and its proper degree of

strength, than on the point of surface at which the

object ball is struck ; indeed, this remark applies to

nearly all strokes made from the baulk when the

player's ball is in hand. An inch or two more to the

right or left will make all the difference between a

successful break and a single hazard . I cannot illus

trate my position without a diagram ; but a few

strokes made at a ball lying well for the Jenny in the

middle pocket will soon show the amateur where a
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stroke from the centre of the baulk will bring the

object ball, so that he can easily vary the position of

the striking ball and the strength of his play, accord

ing to the place of the ball played upon .

In low strokes, again, manytyros fail by playing too

low . It is necessary, in playing for a stop ball, not

only to play low, but also to accompany the stroke

with that peculiar drawback motion I have already

attempted to describe. This stroke any marker will

show you ; for markers, generally speaking, like

nothing so well as instructing their patrons. Take

their instructions, and pay forthem if need be, but do

not play with them except for practice - unless, indeed,

youknow them to be honest fellows. If you bet with

the majority of them , the chances are about a guinea

to a gooseberry that you lose. I must tell you, too,

that a ball may be made to travel nearly as fast with

a low stroke aswitha high one, provided enough side

be judiciously applied . Too many young players

imagine that a lowstroke necessarily has a tendency

to retard the ball, when , in fact, it is the sudden

stopping or following of the cue at and after the ball

that causes it to either go fast or slow , or stop altoge

ther on contact with the object ball, or to return to

the hand of the player.

Many games are lost for want of a sufficient regard

to safety .It is sometimes - nay, often - better play to

give a miss under the cushion than toattempt a

doubtful hazard , Remember, too , that the game is

never entirely over till the marker calls “ Game ! " and

that the man who is ahead in the score is seldom so

careful as he should be . He presumes upon his luck ;

it is your task to take his presumption out of him .

Watch the style of your adversary'splaycarefully. If

you find him good at cànons rather than hazards,

leave your ball and the red as wide apart as possible,

with his ball between , if you can - for even the best

players fail occasionally in long or cushion canons.

If,on the contrary, you find that he makes winning

better than losing hazards, be careful to leave the red

under a cushion on the conclusion of your break . An

N
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open game is all very well among friends ; but to win

you must defend your game when you are behind in

the score and the stake is important. “ Watch and

wait” is a good motto for a billiard player. Many an

apparently lostgame has been recovered by carefully

defending it till a good openinghas occurred for a

break. The red ball more usually presents chances

for hazards than the white ; but when it is safe, and

you are ahead of your opponent, leave it alone. I

have generally found it better to keep banging away

at the white than to disturb the red when I have had

the best of the game. But, on the contrary, when I

have had the worst, I play at the red, and leave my

opponent the chances ofany canons or hazards that

may be left ; my object being, of course, in the one

case to open the game, and inthe other to keep it to

myself. As I have more than once said , “Score all

you can with certainty, and then leave the balls as safe

as possible for your opponent."

Another very common cause of failure among young

players isthe uncertainty with which they play,some

times with a high, and sometimes with alow stroke,

in order to accomplish the same object. In the gene

rality of cases the centre stroke is all that is necessary ,

putting on a little side, or dividing the object ball,

as mayappear requisite. Do not vary your ordinary

style of play, except where the case appearsabsolutely

to demand it, nor attempt difficult and brilliant

strokes where common canons and hazards would do

as well. Striking at the wrong ball by way of experi

ment, and such like absurdities, is alsoa frequent

cause of failure.
When your opponent's ball is off

the table, it is better to sacrifice apointand keep the

baulk, than attempt a doubtful hazard at the red ;

and if it be not possible to bring both balls in baulk ,

then the next best play is to lay the red in safety

under the cushion, and run gently into baulk with

your own ball. If your opponent is safely tucked up

under a cushion, it seems a pity to disturb him ,

especially if there be any play at all at the red. As

he is obliged to play his stroke from a cramped posi
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tion, the chances are that he will leave a hazard or

canon ; but do not attempt roundabout canons, when

any other mode of play is open. It is also well to

observe that most red winning hazards may be made

with good strength, so as to bring the ballaway from

the pocket in case of failure; while, if it be necessary

to hole your adversary, let the stroke be only just

strong enough to carry him to the pocket, so that, if

you fail to make the hazard , he may be left under the

cushion. But I hold it , as a golden rule never to

pocket my adversary's ball while there remains any

other way of scoring.

I shall not tire my reader's patience by any further

hint, rule, or piece of advice, other than this :

Always notice well the position of the balls before you

strike, and calculate the places they will occupy after

the stroke. Onlyby close observation and practice

can you conquer the difficulties of the strength neces

sary to make and keep a good break. Nothing tends

to render a game 80 secureas a judicious anticipation

of the probable consequences of every stroke. No

sleight of hand in the finish of the game can com

pensate for a neglect of this rule.
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CHAPTER XIV .

HINTS ON BETTING.

As I have several times spoken of betting, and as

betting a very common accompaniment to billiards,

I mayas well give the followingfew

RULES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF WAGERS ON BILLIARDS.

»

2
-

>

In a game of fifty between even players, the odds are

At 5 love, 10 to 9 in favour of the striker .

10 10 - 7

15 10

25 2 1

30 3 1

40 1

Above 40, any odds.

At 10 to 5 the odds are 7 to 6 in favour of striker.

15 - 10 7 .5

20 15 4 4

30 - 20 3 2

40 20 2 1

30 3 1

In a game of fifty , the striker giving ten points, and

the betting supposed to be evenat starting, the odds

are

At 10 to 10 7 to 4 in his favour.

20 - 15 2 1

30 - 20 - 2

40 - 30 3 .

In a game of fifty, the striker giving fifteen points,

the betting being even at starting

At 15 to 15 the odds in his favour are 5 to 4

20 - 15 3 - 2

- 20

45

.. 99

-

30 23 >>
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>

»

19

At 35 to 20 the odds in his favour are 3 to 1

40 - 20 4 1

40 – 30 3 1

40 - 45 2

35 - 45 even

30 - 45 1 - 2

25 45 1 4

In a game of fifty, the striker giving twenty, and

the betting supposed to be even at starting

At 5 to 25 the odds are 2 to 3 in his favour

10 25 even

20 25 2 to 1

30 25 3 1

35 25

40 30 1

45 40

45 45

40 45 2

35 45 2 5

30 45 2 .6

20 45 2 8

and so on in proportion ; but I think the betting is

• generally in favour of the player who gives the points.

In a game of a hundred between even players, the

betting is in the same proportion as in a game of fifty,

except that in a long gameI should prefer backing the

more careful player of the two.

In a game of a hundred, the striker giving ten ,

fifteen , or twenty points, the betting is in about the

same proportiou asin a gameof fifty, except that the

longer the game the greater the chance for the player

who gives odds.

In a game of a hundred , the striker giving forty.'

the betting is

Love 40

10 to 40 7 to 6

20 40 3 - 2

40 40 2 1

97

even

N 2
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.........

any odds

even

60 to 40 3 to 1

70 40

20 60 even

40 - 80 1 to 2

45 - 85 1 3

50 - 90 3

60 - 90 2 5

70 - 95 1 2

85 - 95

In a gameof this kind the odds must vary , not so

much with the score as with the known fact of the

player being able to make a great score from a favour

able opening. Few men would give such odds as forty

out ofa hundred if they did not possess the ability to

score from twenty to thirty at a break : so that the

betting must always be governed by the skill of the

several players. There is, besides skill, another ele

ment that enters into all such matches - which is the

fact that the amateur does not play his full game in

presence of his opponent's superior science. In bil

liards, as in all other games of mingled skill and

chance, the temper of the player must more or less

advance or prejudice his game. If he is nervous and

frightened , he had better not play with his masters in

the game— especially for money ; but if he wishes to

succeed as a player, there is no way of acquiring the

requisite talent so good as paying for it. You know

the old proverb_ " Experience bought is better than

taught.” Well, you must buy your experience; only

becareful that you do not pay too dearly for it.

No rules can be given as to odds between aplayer

and an amateur ; but the luck of the table will give

the latter about fifteen points : if he plays tolerably

hard at the balls, the bets must be made accordingly.

All bets offered and taken are to be considered as

made.

When a player offers odds, the taker may, if he

pleases, require him to stake.

It is usual to pay all bets at the conclusion of each

game.

In disputed games, the stakeholder, if there be one,
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must take the sense of the company as to the bets

before paying over themoney to either party ; and, in

the event of their declining to decide, he must return

the stakes to the several parties.

One ball at pyramids is equivalent to five points in

fifty at billiards between even players.

Two balls at pyramids are equivalent to fifteen in

fifty at billiards.

Three balls at pyramids are equivalent to twenty in

fifty at billiards.

One pocket to five between even players is equal to

about fifteen points.

Canons against hazards between equal players are

equivalent to about twenty -fivein fifty.

Canons against canonsand hazards between equal

players are equivalent to about thirty in fifty.

Winning hazards and canons against losing hazards

and canons, between even players, is equal to giving

the latter five points.

A hundred and fifty against fifty is equal to about

sixty in a hundred, or thirty-fivein fifty. The betting

in such a game must of course depend on the known

skill of the players.

In betting odds, the rules usual to horse-racing go

vern billiards; as, for instance, if odds be given and

it be afterwards agreed to draw the bet, the money

must be put together and divided.

It is usual for strangers to stake, if the bet be over

a shilling or half a crown, or the takers can refuse to

complete the wager .

A bet onceoffered may be taken by anyone in the

room before the next stroke be made.

In this place I may perhaps be allowed to offer a few

wordsof caution to youngplayers asto betting. Many

a player is in the habit ofoffering bets he never in

tends to take. Havenothing to do with him . When

you see a man place the balls in apparently awkward

positions, and then say he will taketen to one, or such

and such long odds , that he will make the canon ,

hazard, and so on, always conclude at once that he has

practised the stroke long enough to make it almost a
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certainty, and don't be tempted into offering him the

wager. When he fails to obtain the bet, you will find

that he will presentlymake the stroke just to show you

how easy it is ; but do not you be green enough to

take odds that you do it yourself. If you have never

seen it before, you will be sure to lose. Canons round

the table, drawing the ball back by a great screw ,

losing and winning hazards from balls under the

cushions, canons from the red on the spot to the white

on the baulk spot, winning and losing hazards from

baulk off the red on thespot, pocketing two balls

placed over the corner pockets byone stroke, various

ways of placing the balls for strokes of eight or ten

these are the usual traps that are set to catch the un

wary. Don't be persuaded by any offers of favourable

bets to put your foot into them . Nevertheless, they

are all good things enough to know , as, once seen, you

can judge of the prudence and honesty of betting men

at billiards. Avoid the man who offers to play you

with one hand, or to back his walking -stick against

your cue .

There is another class of bets which it is as well

perhaps to avoid — bets that depend upon some trick ,

like laying one cue on the table as a guide forthe ball

and striking with the other, raising the cloth with a

pin , or blowing on the ball for a canon, placing a hat

over one balland pocketing another by striking the

hat, putting a ball over each pocket and betting against

an amateur pocketing them all without losing himself

or giving a miss, jumping a ballover a certain space,

or from one table to another, and such-like discredit

able ways of winning money of green young men. I

merely glance at this subject, and, without pretending

to hold myself higher than other men ,pronounce all

such practices as totally uuworthy of billiard players,

to say nothing of gentlemen. Afairbet on agame,

or on a point of skill or science, is all very well; but

when money is attempted to be made in a billiard

room by trick and fraud, the parties to either should

be unceremoniously kicked out, as unworthy to sit in

the same room with gentlemen and men of hononr.
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IT IS BEST, PERHAPS, NOT TO BET AT ALL ; but on that

point de gustibusnon est disputandum .

One ofmy critics says, that “ with Captain Crawley

betting is aprinciple.” He evidently did not read the

last sentence.
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CHAPTER XV.

THURSTON'S RULES FOR THE VARIOUS GAMES.

The following rules are generally observed in all the

clubs and public rooms. I have inserted them here

for reference in cases of dispute. The rules issued by

the other eminent table makers— Willoughby & Co.,

Burroughs &Watts, Pullan, Smith, White, Hunt, & c.

-do not differ materially from these. As I have

already, in speaking of the several games, explained

how these rules are to be construed, it is unnecessary

for me to do more than remark that questions must

occasionally arise for which no printed rules can be

found. In all such cases the dispute must be settled

by the marker, or by the majority of the company.

With regard to the peculiar excellence of each maker's

tables, cues, balls, &c. , I have nothingto say . I have

played on tables and with cues by all the best makers ;

but should consider it altogether infra dig. to recom

mend the wares of any particular house above those of

another .

GENERAL DIRECTIONS.

1. If a player, in the act of striking, touch his ball

with the mace or cue, it is considereda stroke.

2. If the striker should accidentally touch or move

his own ball without intending at the same time to

make a stroke, he loses no point; but the adversary

may, if he choose, put the ball back in the place where

it stood.

3. All strokes made with the point of the cue are

fair, except the balls touch .

4. If aball be found to have been changed during

the course of the game, and it be not known by which

player, the game must be played out with the balls as

they are .

5. Anyone who leaves the game before it is finished,

and willnot play it out, loses it.
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6. Every person ought attentively to listen for the

stroke before he opens the door of a billiard room.

7. All CRAMP games must be played sixteen up.

8. A LOVE game is when no hazard is made.

9. In stringing for the lead, theball is to be played

from within the semicircle, usually described in the

centre of the baulk line , at the lower end of the table.

10. The player, in stringing for the lead, or when

his ball is in hand, must stand having both his feet

within the limits of the corner of the table, and must

not place his ball beyond the baulk line; hemust then

strike his ball against the cushion, and the person who

brings his ball nearest to the cushion at the lower or

baulk end of the table, wins the LEAD and the choice

of balls.

11. A person cannot score if he make a foul stroke.

It is called foul if a striker move a ball in the

act of striking ; or if he play with thewrong ball ;

or if he touch his own ball twice in playing ; or if

he strike a ball whilst it is running; or if he

touch another ball ; or if both his feet are off the

floor when playing. The penalty in all these

cases is, breaking the balls and losing the lead .

Breaking the balls is placing themon the table

as at the commencement of the game.

N.B. Enforcing the penalty for a foul stroke

is entirely at the option of the adversary.

12. No person has a right to OFFER advice to the

players during the progress of the game, But if a

person be APPEALED to by one of the players, or by the

marker, he has THENa right to give an opinion,whether

he be interested in the game or not ; and if a spectator

see the game marked wrong , he a right to mention

it, provided he does it before the next stroke is made,

but not afterwards.

13. No person has a right to take up his ball with .

out the permission of hisadversary.

14. If a striker miss his ball, in attempting to make

a stroke, it is to be considered an accident, and he may

try again.

15. If the striker's ball stand on the edge of the
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pocket, and in playing it off he causes it to go in, he

Ioses three points.

16. If a ball, standing on the edge of a pocket,

should fall in before or when the striker has delivered

his ball from his mace or cue, so as to have no chance

for his stroke, both balls must be placed in the posi

tion in which they originally stood, and the striker

must play again.

17. When the adversary's ball is in hand, and the

two remaining balls are either upon or below the line,

where the white balls are originally placed in leading,

it is called a BAULK , and the striker who is to play

from the ring must strike one of the cushions outside

the line, so as to occasion his ball, in returning, to hit

one of the balls within the line : if not, he loses one

point.

18. If the striker play both balls at the sametime,

from his mace or butt, so that they touch each other, it

is a foul stroke.

19. All disputes to be referred to the marker. No

person should give an opinion as to whether a stroke

be fair or Foul, unless appealed to by the parties

playing ; and no one should in any way interferewith

the game except when the marker cannot decide a

dispute; in which case reference may be made to the

bystanders.

20. The marker should be careful to make those

persons who do not play stand from the table, and give

room for the playerstopass freely round .

The White Winning Game. — This game is

twelve in number ,

1. In commencing the game, string for the lead, as

in Rules 9 and 10, General Directions.

2. After the first person has strung for the lead, if

his adversary who follows him make his ball touch the

other, or hole his own , he loses the lead .

N.B. This and the following rule are equally

applicable to the two othergames.

3. Ifthe leader follow hisball, with either mace or

cue, beyond the middle pocket, it is no lead, and his
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adversary may , if he choose, insist on his leading

again .

4. When a hazard has been lost in any of the CORNER

pockets, the leader is obliged; if his adversary require

it, to lead from the end of the table where the hazard

was lost ; but if the hazard were lost in either of the

MIDDLE pockets, it is at the leader's option to play

from either end of the table he pleases.

5. If the striker do not hit his adversary's ball, he

loses one point ; and if, by the same stroke, his own

ball should go into a pocket, over the table, or lodge

on a cushion, he loses three points; viz., one for miss

ing his adversary's ball, and two for holing his own.

6. If the striker holes his ADVERSARY's ball, or force

it overthe table, or on a cushion, he wins two points.

7. If the striker hole his own ball, or force it over

the table, or on a cushion, he loses two points.

8. If the striker hole Bota balls, or force the m over

the table, he loses two points.

9. If the striker touch or move his own ball, not in

tending to make a stroke, it is deemed an accident,

and hemust, if his adversary require it, put backthe

ball in the place where itstood, and playover again .

10. He who does not play as far as his adversary's

ball, loses one ; or his adversary may oblige him to pass

the ball, more especially in giving a miss; or he can ,

if he choose, make him replace the ball, and play until

he has passed it .

TheRed WinningCarambole Game.--This

gameis eighteen in number.

1. In commencing, string for the stroke and choice

of the balls, the same as Rules 9 and 10, General Di

rections.

2. A red ball is to be placed on a spot madefor

that purpose in the centre,between the stringing dots

at the upper end of the table.

3. After the first striker has played, his adversary is

to follow, and so on alternatelythroughout the game.

4. If the striker miss both the balls, he loses one ;

and if he pocket his own ball by the same stroke, he

loses three points.

0
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5. If the striker hit the RED ball and his adversary's

with his own ball, he wins two points ; this is called a

canon ,

6. If the striker hole his adversary's ball, he wins

two points ; if he hole the red, he wins three.

7. If the striker hole the red and his adversary's

ball by the same stroke, he wins five : two for the

whiteand three for the red ball.

8. If the striker make a canon , and hole his adver

sary's ball and the red ball, by the same stroke, he

wins seven points.

N.B. Always count two for the canon , two for

holing the white, and three for the red ball.

9. Forcing any one or all the balls over the table

does not reckon any point.

10. If the striker hole his own ball, by a foul or fair

stroke, he loses either two or three points, according

to which ball he struck first. Three for the red, and

two for the white.

11. If the striker make a canon or a winning hazard,

and force any of the balls over the table , he wins

nothing by the stroke.

12. After the red ball has been holed, or forced over

the table, the striker of it is bound to see it placed on

the proper spot beforehe strikes again ; otherwise he

can win no points while the ball is out of its place,

and the stroke is deemed foul.

13. If, after the red ball has been holed, or forced

over the table, either of the white balls should lie

upon , or be so near the spot, that the red cannot be

placed in its proper situation without their touching

each other, the red ball must then be placed on the

spot in the centre of the table .

N.B. This and the foregoing rule are also ap

plicable to the WINNING and LOSING GAME.

14. If, after the striker has made a canon, or holed

his adversary's or the red ball, he should touch either

of the balls which remain on the table, with hand ,

stick, or otherwise, he cannot score the points he

made by the stroke, as it is deemed foul.

15. If the striker play with the wrong ball, or miss
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both the balls, he loses one point ; and if the ball

should go into a pocket by the same stroke, he loses

three points.

The Winning and LosingCaramboleGame.

-This game is twenty -four in number. (In some

public rooms, fifty , and sometimes a hundred .)

1. This game commences by stringing for the lead

and choice of the balls, as in Rules 9 and 10, General

Directions,

N.B. It is imagined by some persons, that

the receiver of points ( if any be given) is bound

to lead off; but this is wrong, for the points

given are understood to equalize the game. Why,

therefore, should one party give away any sup

posed advantage he may possess over the other?

2. The red ball must be placed on the spot nearest

the cushion at the top of the table, and replaced there

when it is holed, or forced over the edge of the table,

or when the balls are broken .

3. If the striker make any points, he may continue

his game until he ceases to make points.

4. If the striker force his own or either of the

other balls over the table, after having made a canon

or hazard, he gains nothing by the stroke, and his

adversary may play on without breaking theballs.

5. If the striker hole the WHITE ball ( called a

WHITE WINNING HAZARD ), or if he hole his own ball

from the WHITE ball ( called a WHITE LOSING HAZARD)

he gains two points ; if he do both, he gains four

points.

6. If the striker make a canon by striking the

WHITE BALL FIRST, and hole his own ball by the same

stroke, he wins four points ; two for the canon and two

for the white losing hazard.

7. If the striker play at the WHITE BALL FIRST, and

should make a canon, and at the same time hole his

own and his adversary's ball, he wins six ; two for the

canon and two for each white hazard .

8. If the striker play at the WHITE BALL, make a

canon and pocket the red and the white balls, he gains

seven points.
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9. If the striker make a canon by striking the

WHITE BALL FIRST, and should hole all the balls, he

gains nine points.

10. If the striker canon by striking the RED BALL

FIRST, and at the same time hole his own and the red ,

hewins eight points ; two for the canon ,three for the

red losing ,and three for the red winning hazard.

11. If the striker play at the RED BALL FIRST, and

pocket his own and the white ball without a canon, he

gains five points.

12. If the striker make a canon , by striking the

RED BALL FIRST, and by the same stroke should hole

his own and both the other balls, he wins ten points ;

being the greatest number that can be gainedby one

stroke.

13. If the striker play at the RED BALL FIRST, and

pocket all the balls without making a canon , he gains

eight points.

14. If the striker play at the RED BALL FIRST, and

pocket it and his own ball, he gains six points ; three

for the red ball and three for the red losing hazard .

15. If the striker make a canon by striking the

RED FIRST, and by the same stroke pocket his own

ball, he wins fivepoints; two for the canon and three

for the red losing hazard .

16. If the striker miss the ball he intended to play

at, he loses one point ; and if by the same stroke

his own ball runs into a pocket, he loses three points :

viz., his adversary gains so many points.
This is

called a COUP.

17. If the striker play with the WRONG BALL, and

his adversary do not discover it, he may reckon all

the points gained by the stroke, and the marker must

score them.

The American Game. This game is played

with four balls : two white, one red, and one pink .

At the commencement of the game, the red is

placed on the spot, in the centre of the upper half of

the table, and the pink in a similiar position at the

lower baulk end, and is considered in the baulk ;
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consequently, cannot be played at when the striker's

ball is in hand.

The baulk extends as far as the line of the pink,

and can be played from anypart within that line.

1. String for the lead ; the winner having choice

of the leadand balls .

2. The party leading mustplay a miss (whichdoes

not count) anywhere behind the red, or failing to leave

it behind, must play it again ; but if it be in the least

past the line of the red , it must remain there. The

miss does not count to either player.

3. The opponent must theneither play at the white

ball or give a miss (which counts one point against

him) . For should he strike either the red or pink

it must be replaced, and his adversary scores a miss

and goes on playing.

4. The game consists of canons and winning

hazards ; is generally played one hundred up, and is

scored in the following manner :

CANONS . — Two , if made with the white and

either the red or pink ; three, off both red and

pink ; and five, off all.

WINNING HAZARDS. — Two, for holing the white;

three, for either the red or pink ; six, for both

red and pink ; and eight, for holing all.

Thirteen can be made by one stroke.

5. Losing hazards count against the party making

them , either two or three, besides the loss of what

ever may have been scored by the stroke.

6. A losing hazard scores two to the opponent if

the white ball be struck by the striker's ball, and three

if the red or pink only.

7. If the striker force his own ball off the table, the

penalty is the same as for a losing hazard ; but no point

is gained or lost by forcing either of the other balls off.

8. When the striker forces his opponent's ball off

the table, it remains in hand ; but if either the red or

pink, it must be placed on the spot as at the com
mencement.

9. If, when a red or pink ball is holed or forced off

the table, its proper spot be occupied by another ball,

02
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it must remain in hand until there be room , and then

spotted when the balls have done rolling.

10. No score can be made if the stroke be foul.

11. The stroke is foul if the striker move his own

or another ball in the act of striking, or while the

balls are rolling. But if in taking aimhe accidentally

touch ormove a ball, it may be replaced, and the

stroke will then be fair.

12. No score can be made when the striker's ball

touches another.

13. The balls are never broken after a foul stroke,

as in the English three -ball game, but must remain

as they have run ; the adversary having the advantage

of whatever may be left.

14. Should the striker play with the wrong ball, he

cannot score, and his opponent has the option of play

ing with either ball.

15. Should the striker force his ball off the table,

or run it off into a pocket without touching another,

his adversary scoresthree points.

Rules for Pool. - 1 . When coloured balls are

used, the players must play progressively, as the

colours areplaced on the pool marking board, the top

colour being No. l .

2. Each player has three lives at starting. No. 1

places hisballon the winning and losing spot; No. 2

plays at No. 1 ; No. 3 at No. 2, and so on ; each person

playing at the last ball, unless it should be in hand ;

then the player plays at the nearest ball.

3. If a striker should lose a life in any way, the

next player plays at the nearest ball to his own ; but

if his ( the player's) ball bein hand,he plays at the

nearest balltothe centre of the baulk line, whether

in or out of baulk .

4. Should adoubt arise respecting the distance of

balls, it must (if at the commencement of the game,

or if the player's ball be in hand) be measured from

the centre spot in the circle ; but if the striker's ball

be not in hand, the measurement must be made from

his ball to the others, and in both cases it must be

decided by the marker, or by the majority of the com
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pany ; but should the distances be equal, then the

parties must drow lots.

5. The baulk is no protection at this pool under any

circumstances.

6. The player may lose a life by any one of the fol

lowing means : by pocketing his own ball, by running

a coup , by missing the ball, by forcing his ball off

the table,by playing with the wrong ball, by playing

at the wrong ball, orby playing out of his turn .

N.B. - A life is lost by a ball's being pocketed,

or forced off the table by theadversary .

7. Should the striker pocket the ball he plays at,

and bythe same stroke pocket his own , or force it over

the table, he loses the life, and not the person whose

ball he pocketed.

8. Should the player strike the wrong ball, he pays

the same forfeit to the person whose ball he should

have played at, as he would have done if he had

pocketed it.

9. If the striker miss the ball he ought to play at,

and strike another ball and pocket it, he loses alife,

and not the person whose ball he pocketed ; in which

case, the striker's ball must be taken off the table, and

hoth balls should remain in hand until it be their turn

to play .

10. If, when the striker is in hand, he plays with

any ball on the table, instead of playing his own ball

from the baulk , he loses a life, and the owner of the

ball so struck may , if he please, require the marker to

replace it on the spot which it originally occupied.

11. If the striker, whilst taking his aim , inquire

which is the ball he ought toplay at, and should be

misinformed by any one of the company or by the

marker, he does not lose a life; the ball must, in this

case, bereplaced, and the stroke played again.

12. If information is required by the player as to

which is his ball, or when it is his turn to play, he

has a right to an answer from the marker, or from the

players.

13. When a ball or balls touch the striker's ball, or

are in a line between it and the ball he has to play at,
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so that it will prevent him hitting any part of the

object ball he pleases, they must be taken up until

the stroke is played, and after the balls have ceased

running they must be replaced.

14. If a ball or balls are in the way of a striker's

cue, so that he cannot play at his ball, he can have
them taken up.

15. When a striker takes a life, he may continue

to play as long as he can take a hazard , or until the

balls are all off the table, in which latter case he plays

from the baulk , or places his ball on the spot as at the

commencement.

16. The first person who loses his three lives is en

titled to purchase, or, as it is called , to star (that

being the mark placed against his lives on the board

to denote that hehas purchased) by paying into the

pool the same sum as the commencement,for which

he receives lives equal in number to the lowest

number of lives on the board .

17. If the first person out refuses to star, the second

person may do it , but if the second refuse, the third

may do it, and so on, until only two persons are left

in the pool, in which case the privilege of starring

ceases .

18. Only one star is allowed in a pool.

19. If the striker should move another ball whilst

in the act of striking his own ball, thc stroke is con

sidered foul; and if by the same stroke he pocket a

ball, or force it off the table, the owner of that ball

does not lose a life, and the ball must be placed on

its original spot ; but if by that stroke he should

pocket his own ball, or force it off the table, he loses

20. If the striker's ball touch the one he has to play

at, he is then at liberty either to play at it, or at any

other ball on the table ; and it is not to be considered

a foul stroke. In thiscase, however, the striker is liable

to losea life, by going into a pocket or over the table.

21. If, after makinga hazard, the striker should take

up his ball, orstop it before it has done running, he

cannot claim the life, or the hazard , from the person

a life.
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whose ball was pocketed ; it being possible that his

own ball might have gone into a pocket, if he had not

stopped it.

22. If, before a star, two or more balls are pocketed

by the same stroke, including the ball played at, each

having one life, the owner of the ball first struck has

the option of starring ; but should he refuse, and

more than one remain, the persons to whom they

belong must draw lots for the star.

23.Should the striker's ball stop on the spot of a

ball removed, the ball which has been removed must

remain in hand until the spot is unoccupied , and then

be replaced.

24. If the striker should havehis next player's ball

removed, and stop on the spot it occupied, the next

player must givea miss from the baulk to any part

of the tablehe thinks proper, for which miss he does

not lose a life.

25. If the striker has a ball removed, and any other

than the next player's ball should stop on the spotit

occupied , the ball removed must remain in hand till

the one on its place be played , unless it should happen

to be the turn of the one removed to play beforethe

one on its place, in which case that ball must give

place to the one originally taken up ; after which it

may be replaced.

26. If the corner of the cushion should prevent the

striker from playing in a direct line, he can haveany

ball removed for the purpose of playing at a cushion

first.

27. The two last players cannot star or purchase ;

but they may divide, if they are left with an equal

number oflives each ; the striker, however, is entitled

to his stroke before the division .

28. All disputes to be decided by a majority of the

players.

29. The charge for the play to be taken out of the

pool before it isdelivered up to the winner.

Rules of the Nearest Ball Pool. - In this pool

the players always play at the nearest ball out ofthe

baulk ; for in this pool, the baulk is a protection.
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1. If all the balls be in the baulk , and the striker's

ball in hand, he must lead to the top cushion, or place

the ball on the winning and losing spot.

2. If the striker's ball be within the baulk line,

and he has to play at a ball out of the baulk , he is

allowed to have any ball taken up that may chance to
lie in his way.

3. If all the balls be within the baulk , and the

striker's ball not in hand, he plays at the nearest ball.

All the rules of the other pool are to be observed

at this.

Pyramids. - 1 . This game may be played with

any number ofballs, but it is generally played with

sixteen : viz. , fifteen red and one white.

2. At the commencement, the coloured balls are to

be placed on the table in the form of a triangle, the

first ball to stand on the winning spot, which will

form the point of the triangle nearest to the centre of
the table .

3. If only two persons play, the players to string

for the choice of lead — the leader to place his ball

( the white) within the semicircle at thebaulk , and to

play at the coloured balls.

4. If more than two persons play, and the number

is odd, each must play alternately ; the rotation to be

decided by stringing ,orby drawing numbers out of

a bag, which shouldbe kept by the marker for that

purpose.

5. If the number of players iseven, they may form

sides, when the partners may play alternately, or go

out upon a hazard, miss, &c ., being made, as may be

previously agreed upon.

6. The next player plays with the white all from

the spot on which it was left by his opponent, except

it should be off the table, in which case he plays

from the baulk , as at the commencement.

7. None but winning hazards can be made, and the

same rules are generally to be observed as atcommon

pool.

8. The player who pockets the greatest number of
balls wins the game.
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9. If the player give a miss, pocket the white ball,

or force it over the table, he loses one ; that is to say ,

he must place one of the coloured balls, which he

has pocketed, on the winning spot, if unoccupied ; if

not, it must be placed in a direct line behind it.

10. If the striker hole his own ball, or force it over

the table, and at the same time pocket one or more

of the coloured balls, or force them over the table, or

move any ball in taking aim or striking, he loses all

he might otherwise have gained by the stroke; the

coloured balls so removed must be replaced on the

table, together with one of the striker's balls, as a

penalty

11. Should the striker losing a ball not have taken

one, thefirst he holes must beplaced on the table, as

in Rule 9. Should he not take one during the game,

he must pay for each ball so forfeited as much ashe is

playing for per ball.

12. If the white ball touch a coloured one, the player

may score all the coloured balls he pockets; he cannot

give a miss.

13. If the striker force one or more of the coloured

balls over the table, he scores one for each, the same

as if he had pocketed them .

14. If the game is played with an even number of

balls, the last hazard counts but one ; if with an odd

number, it counts two.

15. When all the coloured balls but one are

pocketed, the player who made the last hazard con

tinues to play with the white ball, and his opponent

with the red, alternately, as at single pool.

16. At the end of the game, the player who has

pocketed the greatest number of balls is entitled to

receive from each of the others the difference between

their number and his, a certain sum per ball having

bcen agrced upon at the commencement.

17. When only two balls are on the table, and two

persons playing, should the striker hole the ball he is

playing with, or make a miss, the game is finished ;

if there are more than two players, and they are

not partners, the striker places a ball on the spot, as

in Rule 9.
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Pyramid Pool. - 1. This game is played with

fifteen balls ; viz., fourteen red and one white.

2. At the commencement the balls are placed on

the table in the shape of a triangle, the first ball to

stand on the winning spot, as in Rule 2 Pyramid

Game. The middle ball in the last row (which must

always be the white ball) must be taken out, and

played with from the baulk .

3. No. 1 plays from the baulk ; if he makes a

winning hazard, he continues to play on till he has

done scoring ; but if he pocket his own ball, or force

it off the table, and by the same stroke pocket any

or either of the other balls, the ball or balls so

pocketed are placed on the table, on the winning spot,

or, if occupied, as near to it as possible, in a line with

the centre of the table ; and the first ball he takes

during the game is forfeited and placed also on the

winning spot. No. 2 then plays on.

4. A player loses a ball by pocketing the ball he

plays with ,by forcing it over the table, bymissing all

the balls, by playing with the wrong ball or out of

his turn ; in either case he pays one ball to the

person who played before him , one is taken from his

score ,and the next player proceeds.

5. When only two balls are left on the table, the

game becomes single pool, and he who takes the last

ball wins the pool.

Rules 3, 4 , 6 , 11, 12, 13 , and 14 in thepyramid

game are to be observed also at pyramidpool.
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CHAPTER XVI.

LA BAGATELLE, ETC.

DURING the time I was writing my papers on billiards

in the Field , I was several times requested to say

something about bagatelle. Now the truth is, that I

have not played atthe game since I was aboy ; for

bagatelle is to billiards what draughts is to chess, and

he who plays at the superior game seldom practises

much at the other. However,it is as well,perhaps,

just to devote a page or two to the various bagatelle

games, ifit be only for the benefit of the twenty

correspondents who have already addressed me on the

subject.

Of course all my readers know that bagatelle is

played on an oblong board, in which are nine cups or

holes, and that it is the object of the players to place

the balls in these cups, which are numbered from one

to nine. The several games played on the bagatelle

board are— La Bagatelle (usually called the English

game), Bagatelle à la Français (known generally as

the French game), Sans Egal, Mississippi, and Trou
Madame. Besides these there are the Canon and the

Irish games. Let us take them in the order here set

down.

La Bagatelle . — This game is played by any

number ofplayers from twoupwards, with nine balls,

two of which are usually coloured and count double.

The red ball is placed on the spot, and the player

strikes at it with the other coloured ball, endeavour

ing to hole it and his own ball by the same stroke.

He then plays with the other ballssuccessively until

the whole nine have been sentup the table.

Any number of roundsmay be played as agreed on

at the commencement of the game, and he who ob

tains the greatest score wins the game.

If the ball struck at rebounds from the cushion

and passes the baulk line, it is taken up and is con

P
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sidered lost for that round . Sometimes two lines are

drawn across the table, one to determine the baulk

and the other the lost balls.

This is an extremely easy game to play, and I have

seensome persons so extremely dexterousas to be able

to fill all the holes, with the coloured balls in the

eight and seven , in a single round . The coloured

balls counting severally sixteen and fourteen, it is pos

sible to obtain sixty in a single go ; or if the red ball

were placed in the centre hole ( the nine ) and the black

in the eight hole, you may even score asmany as sixty

two. But such score is very unusual ; a hundred in

three goes being considered good play. The stroke

for bagatelle must be much more easy and gentle than

that for billiards ; but what I have said with regard to

side will apply equally to both games. The score is

sometimesmarked on the board itself, by means of

pegs and holesalong the edges.

The French Game. - The game is usually a

hundred up , and may be played bytwo or more play

ers : two or four is the usual number. The score is

taken , as in La Bagatelle, from the figures marked

within the cups.

The red ball is placed on the spot, and he who has

the break strikes at it with the other coloured ball.

If he succeeds in holing a ball at the start, he goes

on till he fails ; his adversary then plays, and so on

alternately, till the number determined on is obtained .

He who first gets that number wins the game.

While either of the coloured balls remains out of a

hole it must be played at, and he who fails to strike it

forfeits five to his adversary,

Missing a white ball counts one to the opposite

party.

Knocking a ball off the table is usually a forfeit of

five, thoughin some rooms no penalty is enforced .

If a ball lies over a hole, and does not fall imme.

diately into it, the adversary may say “ I challenge

that ball ; " when it drops into thecup (from the

vibration of the room or table, &c. ) it must be re

placed . This rule also applies to La Bagatelle,
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Sans Egal.—This game is not often played ,

though it is very amusing. It is a good game for two

players.

Each player chooses four balls ; and the red ball is

placed on the spot.

The player who has the lead strikes at the red, and

if he hole it, adds the number it makes to his score,

as well as any losing hazard he may make.

The two players then take alternate strokes, and he

who makes thegreatest number of points in one round
wins the game.

So long as the red ball is in play it must be struck

at, under a forfeit of five points.

To hole his adversary's ball counts against the

striker.

Mississippi. — This gameis played by meansofa

bridge placed across the board ,anda couple of 1 :4!!

cushions against the side. Each player strikes his ball

against one of the cushions, so as to make it rebound

or canon on to the bridge, each arch of which bears a

particular number. When the ball passesthrough the

bridge, the player reckons the number of the arch to

his score; and hewho obtains the highest number in

two or more rounds wins the game.

Trou Madame is played in exactly the same way

as Mississippi, except that the balls are played direct

at the bridge from the baulk , without the small

cushions.

The Canon Game consists entirely of canons, and

may beplayed any number up. It is played with

three balls. There is not muchart in making canons

on a bagatelle board. I have lately made a hundred

and seventy consecutive canons, just by way of expe

riment. I was tired of the exercise, or I think I could

( nature permitting ) have gone on until now !

The Irish Game consists of canons and winning

hazards only. It is played with three balls, the canon

counting two, and the hazard as many as ismarked in

the cup. If the player's own ball falls into a hole it

counts to his adversary.

There are two or three other games on the bagatelle
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board, but they are too simple to need explanation.

There is also a game called Cockamaroo or Russian

bagatelle, which is played on a board stuck full of

pins with half a dozen arches, and a bell to ring when

the ball strikes it. It is a pretty game enough for

children ; but, like the race game, it is sometimes

made the vehicle_for gambling among children of a

larger growth. Bagatelle boards properly fitted up

for all these games, and made to fold ,so as to serve as

tables when not in play, are made byMessrs. Thurston

and Co., Catherine-street, Strand ; Mr. Mechi, Leaden

hall-street ; and most billiard -table makers. They are

veryuseful in private houses, where the rooms are too

small for a billiard table. The prices of bagatelle

boards vary from seven or eight guineas upwards.

I have lately seen some bagatelle boards in Man

chester and Liverpool, which are made with two

pockets, in addition to the nine holes. On such tables

the canon game is that usually played, an improve

ment, I think, on the oldgame.

I now, dear reader, bid you Farewell. If you are

at any time in the neighbourhood of the Megatherium

Club, send up your card by Jeames, and I shall be

happy to come down and see you, and perhaps also

crack a bottle with you, or smoke a cigar overa little

pyramid on our own table - polished slate bed, double

milled superfine broad cloth covering, extra vulcan

ized India -rubber cushions, and new two-inch balls, all

white except the striking ball, which is the exact

colour of my friend the colonel's face and coat, a de

lightful crimson !

THE END .

W. H. COX, Printer, 5 ,- Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields.
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The superiority of Messrs. THURSTON & Co. 8 Tables

consists in the exquisite smoothness of the bed or

surface, the unrivalled and DURABLE elasticity of

the cushions, the whole being reduced to mathematical

precision.

Messrs. T. & Co. are constantly receiving numerous

very flattering testimonials fromthe principal Club

Houses, as well as the Nobility,Gentry, and Officers

of her Majesty's and the NativeRegiments, stationed

in all parts of the globe, and they venture to hope

that, by endeavouring to uphold, in every respect, the

high character this house has maintained for nearly

half a century, they may merit a continuance of the

patronage so liberally bestowedupon them .

They beg to caution their friends and the public

against spurious imitations of their Tables,advertised

by men professing to have left their establishment.

They beg tosay that they have notparted with any

of their men whose serviceswere worth retaining.

N.B.—14, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, is the only

house where the THURSTON TABLE can be obtained .

Cushions of old Tables re-stuffed on the

Patent Principle.

CLOTHS OF THE FINEST TEXTURE,

Made expresslyfor Messrs. T. & Co. by the first House in the Trade.

BALLS of superior and well- seasoned Ivory, turned on the truest
mechanical principle.

THE SLATE TOPS

are direct from the Bangor Quarry, and manufactured

on theirown premises.

ALSO INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

THE CENTRAL REVOLVING LAMP

Being the best Light ever constructed for Billiard Tables.

PATENT CEMENT FOR CUE TIPS ,

In Bottles at 1s. , 1s. 6d ., and 2s. each.

THE GAME OF BILLIARDS.

BY EDWIN KENTFIELD, OF BRIGHTON.

London : Published by the Proprietors, THURSTON & Co.



CAPTAIN CRAWLEY'S HAND - BOOKS.

In crimson cloth , gilt edges. Price 2s. 6d. each,

Post free.

BACKGAMMON ;

ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE, WITH SOMETHING OF

ITS HISTORY.

Illustrated by Kenny Meadows.

66
" Captain Crawley's book should find a place on the table of

every man who loves a little harmless recreation in the domes

tic circle . " - Worcester Herald, October 10, 1858 .

CHESS AND DRAUGHTS.

Illustrated by numerous Problems and Games by

MORPHY, STAUNTON, HARWITZ,

and other eminent players.

[ Just ready.

C. H. CLARKE, 23A, PATERNOSTER ROW.



THE GORGET

PATENT

SELF ADJUSTING

SHIRT

THE THE

ELLIPTIC COLLAR ELLIPTIC COLLAR

TO FASTEN AT THE TO FASTEN IN

BACK FRONT

WITH PATENT WITH PATENT

ELASTIC PASTENING ELASTIC FASTENING .

A MOST PERFECT AND EASY FITTING SHIRT, which , by a

simpleinvention of the Patentees, adjusts itself to all movements of

thebody, both backand front, either walking, sitting, orriding

Price. including theREGISTERED ELLIPTIC WRISTBANDS, 425.

the half dozen .

-



The ELLIPTICAL COLLAR, quite unique, in all shapes , with

PATENT ELASTIC FASTENING , 12s. the dozen.

The PATENT ELASTIC COLLAR FASTENING can be attached

to any Collar, opening back or front.

Six sent by Post on receipt of 13 Postage Stamps.

Directions for Self -Measurement.

1. Round the Chest, tight over the Shirt.

2. Round the Waist, tight over the Shirt.

3. Round the Neck, taken about the middle of the Throat.
4. Round the Wrist.

5. The length of Coat Sleeve, from the centre of Back down the
seam of Sleeve to bottom of Cuff.

6. The length of Shirt.

Say if the Shirts aretobe open back or front.

If with Collars attached , 3s. the half dozen extra .

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Among the numerous improvements in that most essential article of

the gentleman's attire, “ the shirt,” there is none which adapts itself

80 comfortably to the figure as the “Gorget,” which has been

patented by Messrs. Cooper and Fryer, next door to the Haymarket

Theatre. In walking, riding, or sitting, it gives perfect freedom to

the arms and neck ; and under whatever posture of the body, retains

its position across the chest without wrinkle.-- Morning Post, April

23rd, 1857 .

BEAUTY AND NEATNESS COMBINED . – We have just examined the

“ Gorget Shirt ” of Messrs. Cooper and Fryer, 7 , Haymarket, and can

affirm , without hesitation, that it surpasses any other we have seen,

combining all the requisite qualitiesof a shirt, without having the

usual appendage of high prices. We confidently recommend our

readers to try the “ Gorget." - Sun, May 27th, 1857.

Messrs. Cooper and Fryer, of the Haymarket, deserve the thanks

of the public for the attention they have given to a much -neglected

article of dress, hitherto thought of little moment, but, in reality,

tending more to the comfortand gentlemanly appearance of the

wearer than any other. Their “ Gorget ” shirt has received well

merited patronage, and we wish them all the success so much inge

nuity , combined with good workmanship and moderate prices,

deserves. - Globe, June 27th, 1857.

PATENTEES :

J. FRYER & CO .,

Late Cooper and Fryer,

NEXT DOOR TO THE HAYMARKET THEATRE .



CELEBRATED NAVAL NOVELS .

By the Author of “ RATTLIN THE REEFER ,” &c.

PRICE 2s.

THE NAVAL SURGEON .

PRICE 2s.

THE PORT ADMIRAL.

PRICE 2s .

JACK ASHORE.

PRICE 2s.

CAVENDISH , OR THE PATRICIAN AT

SEA.

PRICE 2s.

GENTLEMAN JACK .

PRICE 2s.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN.

PRICE 2s.

WILL WATCH .

PRICE 28.

THE PETREL, OR LOVE ON OCEAN .

C. H. CLARKE, 23A, PATERNOSTER ROW.



Just Published , Price 28., fancy boards.

JACK ASHORE.

By the Author of Rattlin the Reifer,"

TO BE FOLLOWED BY

THE PETREL ;

Or, Love on the Ocean. By Admiral FISHER.

SAILORS AND SAINTS.

By Captain GLASSCOCK.

THE COURTIER .

By Mrs. GORE.

THE PLAYERS .

By T. J. SEARLE .

THE NAVAL SKETCH BOOK .

By Captain GLASSCOCK.

THE WOMAN OF THE WORLD .

By Mrs. GORE.

LONDON : DAVID BRYCE, PATEROSTER Row.



IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION.

THE NAVAL NOVELS,

BY THE AUTHOR OP

CAVENDISH, OR THE PATRICIAN AT SEA.

Now ready, price 23., fancy boards,

GENTLEMAN JACK.

TO BE FOLLOWED BY

WILL WATCH.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN.

THE NAVAL SURGEON .

THE PORT ADMIRAL.

CAVENDISH ;

OR , THE PATRICIAN AT SEA .

THE PRIORS OF PRAGUE.

LONDON : DAVID BRYCE, PATERNOSTER Row.



JUST PUBLISHED,

The following Works, in Indestructible Cloth Bindings.

LOVER’S WORKS.

Price 2s. each ,

Handy Andy. Rory O'More.

He would be a Gentleman .

Legends and Stories of Ireland.

THEODORE HOOK'S WORKS.

Price 28. each,

Gilbert Gurney.

Gurney Married .

Maxwell.

Parson's Daughter.

Widow and Marquis.

All in the Wrong.

Jack Brag.

Also, by the same Author, price 18. 6d ., in boards,

Cousin William .

Gervase Skinner.

Passion and Principle.

Danvers.

Ned Musgrave.

Man of Many Friends.

LONDON : DAVID BRYCE, PATERNOSTER Row .



JUST PUBLISHED ,

Thefollowing Works, in Indestructible Cloth Binding.

SAM SLICK'S WORKS .

The Clockmaker, 28. 1 The Attache, 28 .

The Letter-Bag of the Great Western , 1s .

Price 28. each,

LADY MORGAN'S WORKS.

Wild Irish Girl. Florence Macarthy.1

O'Donnell.

D'ISRAELI'S WORKS.

Venetia, 28 .

Henrietta Temple, 28.

Tancred, 28.

Vivian Grey, 2s.

Sybil, 2s .

Contarini Fleming , 1s. 6d,

Alroy, 1s. 6d.

Ixion, ls . 6d .

Coningsby, 1s . 6d.

Young Duke, 1s . 6d .

LONDON : DAVII ) BRYCE, PATERNOSTER Row.



Just Published, fancy boards, price 28.

ADVENTURES OF WILLIS THE PILOT.

A Sequel to “The Swiss FAMILY ROBINSON. ”

In fancy boards, price 2s.

LAWRIE TODD; or The Settler in theWoods.

By JOHN GALT.

In fancy boards, price 28.

THE QUEEN MOTHER

(Catherine de Medicis ). By Miss COSTELLO.

In fancy boards, price 18. 6d .

RACHEL KELL ;

OR, THE PHILOSOPHY OF COURTSHIP .

In fancy boards, price 2s.

THE TWO EMILYS ;

AND OTHER TALES. By Miss LEE.

In fancy boards, price 18. 6d .

JULIA ; and other Tales.

By Miss LEE.

In fancy boards, price 18. 6d .

PEMBROKE AND KRUITZNER .

By Miss LEE.

LONDON : C. H. CLARKE, 23A, PATERNOSTER Row.



Price 2s., fancy boards,

WINNY DARLING ;

Or, the Three Beauties of Shannondale.

By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

Price 2s., fancy boards,

THE DESERTED WIFE .

By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

Price 1s. 6d ., fancy boards,

THE CURSE OF CLIFTON :

A Tale of Expiation and Redemption.

By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

Price 1s. 6d ., fancy boards,

THE MOTHER - IN - LAW ;

Or, the Isle of Rays. By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

Price 1s. 6d ., fancy boards,

MARK SUTHERLAND ;

Or, the Planter's Son . By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

Price 1s. 6d ., fancy boards,

CHRISTMAS EVENING

LEGENDS .

By Mrs. SOUTHWORTH.

LONDON : C. H. CLARKE, 23A, PATERNOSTER Row.
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